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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
Vibro-Acoustic Codling Moth Larvae Infestation Detection in Apples
Within recent years, the demand for organic produce has greatly increased due to
many factors, including increasing knowledge about such things as dietary fiber and
balanced gastrointestinal bacterial ecosystems. This increase in demand, coupled with
the financial penalties for sending invasive species and pests across borders, presents
a need for a scalable and accurate system to non-destructively detect infestation.
The proposed work addresses this problem by testing the performance of a nonde-
structive vibro-acoustic method for detecting larval activity in apples. This involved
3 steps; design a mechanical data collection prototype for testing apples, a evaluate a
set of features, and test the detection performance using machine learning algorithms.
The mechanical data collection prototype aims to solve some of the issues that arose
when collecting repeatable vibro-acoustic data from apples. The second piece aims
to show the feasibility of a scalable model which takes vibro-acoustic data, performs
multi-domain feature extraction, and then utilizes a SVM/ANN backend to detect
codling moth infestation in apples. The final piece describes a procedure in which a
novel CNN architecture pair is created to assess the quality of results with and with-
out an acoustic reference channel. The data collection prototype produced higher
quality data than previous setups. The feature extraction and SVM/ANN showed
the ability to characterize patterns and detect infestation. The best of these was an
SVM which had 87.34% accuracy on classifying 5 second segments from apples not in
the training set, which was run on one iteration of a randomized dataset split. The
CNN architectures showed potential for further development, with the noise-inclusive
model performing over 8% better. However, both models show limited potential for
generalizing to new apples with accuracies of (35.15% without noise, 43.92% with
noise). The lower detection rates were limited by the intermittent larval activity
rates, since the low accuracy rates were driven primarily by missed detections in the
5 second windows on apples labeled as infested. If the percentage of activity in any
five second window is too low, then the “infested” sample will get classified as healthy
due to that window having no larval sounds. The other notable issue regarding gen-
eralization potential was the sample size: the number of distinct apples used was too
small, especially for deep learning applications. A much larger number of apples will
be needed for future work.
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Every year, the planet’s human population grows along with its produce consumption.
Apples are one of the planet’s primary fruits, and their growth and export is worth
billions of U.S. Dollars annually. As of December 2020, global production of apples is
forecast to be over 76 million metric tons [1], with the biggest growers being China,
the EU, and the US. As this industry continues to grow, there is a need to be able
to autonomously screen apples quickly and in parallel for pests and internal damage.
Traditionally, this has been done using destructive methods where a human will
inspect and cut open apples in each container to check for damage. As seen in
the article by Jefferson Robbins [2], the shipping of infested apples (either apple
maggots, codling moths, or any pests) can be very devastating and costly. Traditional
destructive methods of finding larvae infestations result in losses (any apple cut cannot
be sold), and false negatives (missing an infestation). These are both significant
detriments, for which the apple industry needs better and more reliable solutions.
The current work proposes an improved set of methodologies which can expand the
previous work, and highlight areas that researchers could pursue in the future to
further advance this work.
The rest of this section is structured as follows: Section 1.1 provides context for
the codling moth issue, Section 1.2 discusses relevant prior work in multiple areas,
and Section 1.3 describes the primary objectives of the thesis.
1.1 Codling Moth Larvae
The codling moth (Cydia pomonella) has been a pest in North America for at least
the past two hundred years [3], although it originally came from Asia. There has
been extensive research conducted on chemical traps and detection methods, as well
as pest control for ensuring that CM are killed instead of infesting fruit trees. The
survey paper by Balasko et al [4] shows how research into preventative methods
continues still, with large studies being done on several different types of preventative
and resistance measures. The entomology field has also has extensive research into
understanding and documenting the behavior and lifecycle of the CM, with such
studies as the one by Jackson [5] describing their behavior in the larval stages as they
search for food.
A photo of a CM Larvae is shown in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.2 shows an example of
how larvae enter through the calyx, the bottom part of the apple which has a hole in
it. This calyx entry can be hard to detect visually, as it may not show any signs of
damage in an infestation. The case in this photo actually shows a CM pupae, as it
has left the apple through the calyx and is entering its metamorphosis phase.
One of the biggest issues facing any agriculture export industry is pest infestation,
due to massive fines and environmental ramifications if invasive species get shipped to
1
Figure 1.1: A Codling Moth Larve
Figure 1.2: An Infested Apple with Codling Moth Pupae
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places where they previously were not found. The article written by the Fruit Grower
News in 2006 [6] shows this, as the country of Taiwan had policies in place to block all
U.S. apple shipments if the number of CM received got too high. Galinato et al. [7]
attribute that losses from CM in Washington State alone are over $500 million United
States Dollars (USD) annually. An annual loss of hundreds of millions of USD in a
place which has CM already present, means that there is potentially billions of USD
in potential loss if invasive species get shipped. Thus, the pest shipping protocols are
very strict to prevent these losses. The ability to accurately and completely inspect
apple shipments for CM infestation will have considerable economic impact for the
apple industry, both in minimizing losses in transit and minimizing the number of
invasive species shipped.
1.2 Prior Work
Non-destructive codling moth infestation detection is not a problem that is widely
being worked on. The only literature found for this problem comes from a USDA-
NIFA funded project, from which this thesis is carved out, headed by Dr. Adedeji
(University of Kentucky Biosystems and Agriculture Engineering Dept.), Dr. Dono-
hue (University of Kentucky Electrical and Computer Engineering Dept.), and Dr.
Villanueva (University of Kentucky Entymology Dept.). Due to a lack of specific
literature on the subject, the literature background presented will be split into three
categories: infestation detection of other insects using acoustic means, in Section
1.2.1, previous approaches for detecting codling moth larvae from our group at the
University of Kentucky, in Section 1.2.2, and an overview of using acoustics for clas-
sification with deep learning in Section 1.2.3.
1.2.1 Acoustic Infestation Detection
There is a wide variety of literature on non-destructive detection of various insects
and insect larvae. A large part of the work being done uses imaging processes, ei-
ther visible wavelength images or hyperspectral imaging (HSI). The survey paper by
Barbedo [8] gives an overview of some current imaging efforts for detection of insect
pests in agricultural crops. A large part of the remaining available literature uses
acoustic data instead of imaging, which mostly uses one dimensional signal process-
ing instead of the two dimensional methods in image processing. Acoustic methods
are broken up into the different frequency ranges of sound which are analyzed: vibro-
acoustic/vibration waves (typically very low frequencies, mostly ones considered to
be below the audible range of human hearing), audible range (this is typically 20 Hz
- 20 kHz for humans with undamaged hearing) [9], and ultrasonic (largely considered
in the range of approximately 40 kHz-10 MHz). There is a term in acoustic signal
processing,“Acoustic Emission”, which much of the literature uses to specify that the
sound generation mechanisms come passively from the samples, as opposed to the ac-
tive acoustic signal collection. Active signal collection methods involve broadcasting
some type of signal into an object and measuring the changes as it propagates/reflects
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through the transmission medium. This is commonly used in medical imaging [10]
and structural flaw detection [11].
There are many different insect infestation detection problems, with the seem-
ingly most common one being detection of the Red Palm Weevil (RPW) in trees and
tree saplings [12],[13]. The issue with these insects is that their infestation is hard
to see visually in the early stages, which means that they would be harder to stop
from spreading through exporting without very long periods of storage, which could
in turn cause more contamination of healthy specimens. Initially, the challenges were
being able to discriminate the sounds that the weevil produced from the sounds that
the trees and background noise produced. Pinhas et al. [12] describe these issues in
their work, which they solved through a combination of physical sensor work (creating
a prototype recording environment with commercially available sensors) and signal
source class modeling through Gaussian Mixture Modeling (GMM). Siriwardena et
al. [13] show a case of detection of RPW in coconut palms where the infestation has
high SNR. There is a clear visual difference in the characteristic signal between an
uninfested tree and the characteristic signal of a tree with 5, 10, or 15 RPW larvae.
Their processing methods were very simple due to these good capture conditions,
but there is question as to how environmentally robust their methods are to ambient
conditions. Furthermore, their best classification proposal takes a period of at least
3-4 weeks, as they suggest taking a second round of data much later. If the ability
to classify early stage (smaller/younger) larvae was more distinct, the classification
procedure wouldn’t need so much lead time. The final key note from their work is the
concept of activity time, which pertains to what percentage of time the insect will
generate detectable sounds. This is a key concept to rapid detection, because the in-
sect must generate observable sounds in order to be detected, even if the classification
of any such sounds has 100% accuracy.
The methodology applied by Hetzroni et al. [14] compared the performance of
manual human inspection to automated classification. Their techniques only consid-
ered audible frequency acoustics, and operated off of two different types of feeding
sounds, ‘clicks’ and ‘snaps’. According to their graphs, the majority of the energy
detected through their experiments was in the 0.9 kHz-1.5 kHz range, which falls
within the audible range for humans. Wood can be a good propagation medium for
vibration energy (depending on the species and underlying factors [15], so it is feasi-
ble that there could be detection through listening for insect sounds. However, this
work is not consistent with prior results found by other authors as the accuracy and
sensitivity is lower than the baseline previously established. There are two reasons for
this: their experimental protocol settings seem to be less “perfect” (denoted by them
having door slamming and wind be accounted for in their notes), and their machine
learning algorithm was very simple. Simple thresholding is not a very noise-tolerant
approach, because there will always be reasons that the threshold could need to be
higher or lower (such as a car door/alarm sounding, or the wind has died down when
it was previously strong for the past 2 days of recording). The attempted robustness
of this work shows a step in the direction of creating systems which could be feasible
in the real world, and has methods which can be paired with better processing to
result in a noise-tolerant system.
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The work done to create automated acoustic detection processes for wood-boring
beetles/beetle larvae has many similar aspects to that of RPW detection. Schofield’s
PhD Dissertation [16] gives a good overview of the issue with wood-boring beetle
detection, as well as an overview of larvae-generated sound propagation. Largely,
Schofield attributes the detection of insect larvae to “incidental” sounds, which are
those produced as a byproduct of other activities such as feeding or boring. There are
many different areas of signal processing such as energy-based detection, short-time
signal processing, fractal analysis, and noise cancellation which were applied for this
problem. Schofield also utilized the concept of a reference sensor, or a secondary
signal collected simultaneously with the desired one. If done right, the reference
sensor will contain only noise, such that the noise can be subtracted from the target
signal to achieve a much higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, it seems that
the majority of researchers are not trying to solve this through applying undirected
machine learning tools, and are instead pursuing methods which could be described as
targeting a better concentration of information for their target features. The paper by
Bilski et al. [17] shows an alternative route to Schofield’s, where they target simpler
features that are focused on hit characterization. These features focus on classifying
different impulses, or hits, and seem to frame their work around classifying whether
their hits are coming from the wood-boring insect larvae or from another source of
noise. Sutin et al. [18] use the same hit-based philosophy to detect wood-boring
beetle larvae. Their features were largely targeting the detection of different types of
spectral hits, with the postulation that larvae would have their hits be at a certain
frequency range which is dissimilar to the frequencies of background hits.
While a large part of infestation detection is done on RPW and wood-boring in-
sects, there are many other insects which have had attempts at workable systems
being made for non-destructive infestation detection. These insects typically have
harder detection criteria, such as harder sensor attachment or other prevalent insects
which make single-source characterization harder. This was the case in the study done
by Sanders et al. [19], where they were trying to find a method which was suitable for
detecting arthropods in grape vines. Their data was collected in outdoor vineyards,
so they found that there were many samples which had ants, beetles, or other assorted
invertebrate, which made their study reflect real-world systems instead of laboratory
conditions. To solve this higher complexity classification problem, Sanders’ group
created a set of five characteristic profiles for different prevalent sounds, and used
a method analogous to a correlation receiver for their machine learning approach.
Vinatier et al. [20] investigated creating an automated process for detecting the pres-
ence of banana weevil larvae, which was very successful. Their approach was rather
simple overall, as they just built a band-pass filter bank and used that to process
each signal into a series of frequency-limited pulses. Based on the behavior of the
pulses in each recording, they classified the plant as healthy or infested. Furthermore,
they found that older larvae generated more sound for a longer period of time, which
correlates with the natural assumption for sound generation. The study by Watanabe
et al. [21] on detection of bamboo powder-post beetles also used hit detection for
their processing, except they collected ultrasonic (150 kHz-5 MHz) signals instead of
audible or vibration signals. Their results showed a good correlation to the presence
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of acoustic hits with the feeding activity of larvae. Phung et al. [22] attempted to
create an automated insect detection mechanism through more current methods such
as multi-domain feature extraction, which is something literature largely neglected
prior to this. In this work, they consider features from the time signal, the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) representation of the signal, and the Mel-Frequency Cep-
stral Coefficient (MFCC) representation of the signal. The usage of MFCCs is an
intriguing investigative measure in infestation detection, because it shifts the compu-
tational focus from higher frequencies to lower frequencies. This principle is derived
from the functionality of human hearing, which Phung claims has more recognition
ability at lower frequency values. Finally, the work done by Escola et al. [23] uses
the Wavelet-Packet Transform (WPT) to try to classify cicada presence in coffee
plantations. Through using the WPT, they are able to get better frequency resolu-
tion at higher frequency values due to having a non-uniform amount of time in each
frequency band. Overall, their accuracy was still good (>96%) compared to easier
infested plants, and their procedure wasn’t shielded by ideal conditions.
In recent years, the literature has been trending away from ideal conditions as re-
searchers continue to come up with solutions for non-ideal data acquisition. Richard
Mankin’s review [24] gives an overview of many different applications that were de-
veloped for insect detection and control, which can be useful for trying to solve the
issue of the activity time of an insect. For example, Mankin details some attraction
and communication techniques which could be useful in stimulating insects/larvae to
be more active (potentially through their innate fear response), which in turn could
increase detection ability. Others have investigated methodology of improving sensors
and sensor technology to improve detection capability, such as the study by Potamitis
[25]. In their study, they work with improving the capability of sensor networks via
the internet of things (IoT), such that they can perform infestation detection in trees.
Overall, it seems like a large part of the literature focuses around only two rela-
tively simple approaches: 1) Building signal characterization templates which are then
used with a matched filter receiver, finally paired with a threshold to classify samples
as infested or healthy [19],[26], and 2) Using a setup to perform hit detection [17], [21].
While these methods have promise, much of their adoption within the past few years
has been in the simplest approach and the most ideal laboratory conditions, which
creates some concerns about the ability to take these methods into a noisy, time-
varying environment and still classify at acceptable accuracy levels [16],[18]. Another
key note of many of these studies is that their agro-products needing infestation de-
tection are dense (bamboo wood, banana plant tubers, wooden logs/saplings). Fruit
has different sound propagation properties than wood or other dense materials, and
it is more difficult to automatically attach acoustic measurement devices to softer
surfaces such as fruit. These factors have likely influenced researcher’s decision to
not widely pursue acoustic infestation detection in fruit. This work aims to address
some of these issues, and present solutions that might be translatable to real-world
applications.
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1.2.2 Codling Moth Infestation Detection
Despite codling moth (CM) infestation being a widespread issue in the apple industry,
non-destructive detection of CM infested apples is not a commonly tackled research
problem. All work previously found for this problem has been attempted at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky, hosted by the Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering (BAE)
Department.
In 2017, the work by Rady et all [27] investigated the possibility of using visible
(VIS) hyperspectral imaging to detect CM infestation. Rady achieved an overall ac-
curacy of 82% and a true CM-infested detection rate of 86%, which suggests promise
in the techniques but is not nearly close enough to being usable in industrial appli-
cations. After the work in hyperspectral imaging, the BAE team then tried using
ultrasonic acoustic emission to detect infestation with the work by Li et al. [28].
This work was largely successful, with the results suggesting a strong capability of
CM larvae hit detection. However, due to the automatic nature of the data acqui-
sition and feature extraction, the source of the hits that were classified was unable
to be ascertained. Furthermore, the system used is expensive and can only facilitate
one sample at a time. These factors make it ill-suited to try to scale for rapid parallel
processing in an industrial setting, which is the goal for any CM detection research.
Much of the specific previous work done on CM detection comes from research
done at the University of Kentucky. One of the previous works done was to character-
ize different sounds generated by codling moth larvae [29]. In this work, we collected
different types of larval motion signatures by taking simultaneous video and acoustic
data. Thus, by seeing a type of motion on the video, we were able to synchronize the
time-scales and show that the sound at a particular time was the acoustic signature
of that type of larval behavior. This was done for three behaviors: chewing, boring,
and crawling. This initial work was expanded on in the paper by Ekramirad et al.
[30], showing that these signatures can be used as a preprocessing method to further
increase detection capability. Mankin et al. [26], performed a similar study to this
one, where they collected many spectral sound profiles to use for detection.
Our group’s work here has expanded the capabilities of CM larvae detection in
apples greatly, but there still remains a large breadth of techniques that have yet to
be investigated. The current work tackles information-focused feature extraction (i.e.
each feature has a physical meaning) and the first attempts at acoustic deep learning
for this task.
1.2.3 Acoustic Deep Learning
The agriculture engineering field’s usage of deep learning thus far seems to be limited
to images (visible or hyper/multi-spectral). However, many other fields have fused
acoustic signal processing with deep learning to solve detection and classification
tasks, such as the study by Kiskin et al. [31] on bioacoustic detection of mosquito
presence. In this study, they took acoustic recordings and transformed them into
wavelet space, and then used a convolutional neural network (CNN) to do their
classification. Their results were successful, as they were able to achieve an accuracy of
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over 90%. Their CNN iterations were comparable to different works in the literature,
which shows promise in the non-ideal conditions in the outdoor biosystems field. The
wide majority of the work done for acoustic deep learning comes from outside of the
biosystems field, though. The survey paper by Yu and Li [32] gives an overview of
many recent advances in acoustic deep learning. Their work covers recurrent neural
networks (RNN), CNNs, optimization and model robustness, as well as some analysis
of the translation of the acoustics to the internal mechanisms.
One area which has had significant development in both broadband acoustic deep
learning and vibro-acoustic deep learning is fault detection for manufacturing/in-
dustrial processes. Leaman et al. [33] provide a good description of the acoustics
and physics that underlie these processes. Much of the application here is to create
noise-tolerant and situation-independent automatic detection processes that can de-
tect bursts of non-uniform sound from fault lines and wear in gears. The study by
Li et al. [34] on gear pitting fault detection using a 1-D CNN architecture, which
here means their input layer is only a time waveform (1xN, where N is the number
of samples in the window). The authors show very strong results that reflect good
detection probability. These results suggest that it should be possible to implement
a similar structure for CM detection, with the only big limiting factor being that it
will be much harder to get definitive information about the internal detection criteria
since the CM larval conditions can’t be directly ascertained during the experiment.
This limitation means that determining if the larvae is active or not is impossible,
which then implies that there will be time segments labeled as infested, while having
no larvae activity to generate the expected characteristic patterns (with no currently
thought of way to correct this in a supervised manner).
Another type of approach was carried out in the study by Luo et al. [35]. In this
study, the authors performed two-step classification. The first stage consisted of clas-
sifying impulses or non-impulses, where impulses are considered sound bursts from
a desired fault source and non-impulses are any other sources of sound that don’t
communicate desired information. Afterwards, they used an identification algorithm
to separate and classify different impulses into any of the recognized classes. This ap-
proach demonstrated very promising results, and is a departure from the most typical
deep learning approaches. Feeding features from a trained deep learning algorithm
into a more traditional machine learning algorithm is highly uncommon, but could
potentially have meaningful results if applied in more diverse fields. However, these
features themselves would be meaningless, so there could be issues with this approach
as well. The study by Yu et al. [36] shows an approach at taking acoustic sensor
fusion to be able to achieve higher classification results. Here, they showed the clas-
sification potential of audible-range acoustic recordings and vibro-acoustic recordings
independently, and fusing them together to be more statistically certain and accurate
about classification results. The theory behind the analysis of Yu’s approaches is
called the Dempster-Shafer (DS) Evidence Theory, which postulates that in a finite
set of possibilities, having more evidence will reduce the likelihood of classification in
an incorrect or uncertain set. This introduces the concept of certainty to probability.
Here, every probability value in a discrete probability set must also have some notion
of how much uncertainty it has. More independent sets of information are postulated
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to reduce the uncertainty in sets, which can then give more certainty to classification,
regardless of the accuracy. There are a few assumptions that are required to ensure
that the conclusions drawn are non-paradoxical, such as the evidence not being con-
flicting (dubbed a non-high conflict factor). Li et al. [37] give a good overview of
the mathematical background and potential paradoxes to avoid when applying the
DS Evidence Theory. Yu’s results were strong (97.7% accuracy), with their model
showing (mathematically and empirically) that their fusion approach creates a higher
likelihood of accurate detection. Overall, deep learning methods show a wide variety
of usage and potential. The biggest obstacle to more widespread usage in the agricul-
tural engineering field seems to be the availability of large datasets for training, and
technical expertise when implementing more mathematically complex techniques.
1.3 Thesis Objective
Overall, there is a good depth of technical exploration that exists in infestation detec-
tion and non-destructive evaluation. For the task of CM larvae detection in apples,
however, there is very little literature currently in existence. The lack of depth in
literature and research also includes infestation detection in fruit (especially when
considering research that is not visible imaging or HSI). The literature has good
coverage of basic signal processing methods such as matched filter / source character-
ization and detection, as well as basic, constant-noise-floor hit detection. The next
level of development in this area would be to implement more complicated pattern
detection algorithms, such as ones that were phase-invariant or ones that were able
to detect superpositions of out-of-phase patterns. Another good avenue would be to
set up hardware/software combinations that can adjust for noise levels in real time
and perform digital adjustment to remove it. Current acoustic infestation detection
literature also lacks exploration of deep learning to solve the issues. There are many,
many options here for architectures and techniques to investigate which have been
successful in other applications, which could also hold merit in CM detection.
The current work is utilizes low frequency (vibro-acoustic) data which was col-
lected using piezoelectric disk sensors. The literature doesn’t have a widely accepted
solution for using piezoelectric disk sensors to repeatably take data from softer sur-
faces (such as apples). This is the first objective addressed in Chapter 2, where a
custom data collection device is built to repeatably take data. The second objective
is the design of computed features and machine learning algorithms which can be
used to perform classification on small time windows of vibro-acoustic data. These
features are designed to have physical meaning, which can hopefully translate to lar-
val activity/behavior. This is presented in Chapter 3. The final objective pertains
to the development of two deep learning architectures, which can be used to evaluate
another method of classification on short time windows of vibro-acoustic signal. A
secondary benefit of deep learning is that it removes bias from a normal machine
learning approach, which can unintentionally influence a typical machine learning
work. In this approach, the algorithm will automatically learn all of the information
and patterns used to classify, which removes the need for targeting specific pieces
of information to classify upon (for better or worse). Some researchers consider this
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a positive, as the targeting of information will contain loss, and can be considered
biasing the method to only consider certain things. Other researchers consider this a
detriment, as the features learned by deep learning are only mathematical constructs,
and have no physical meaning. Both of these architectures are presented in Chapter
4. The full objectives for this thesis are as follows:
1. Design and fabricate a vibro-acoustic sensor setup that will be able to accom-
modate multiple apple sizes and will have noise reduction advantages when
compared to previous work.
2. Design and evaluate the performance of information-targeted features when
used with support vector machines and artificial neural networks.
3. Design two convolutional neural network architectures: one which uses only
time signal data, and one that combines time signal data with a synchronized
reference channel. These two architectures will then be compared to evaluate if




Objective 1: Vibro-Acoustic Data Acquisition
Device for Testing Healthy and Infested Apples
2.1 Introduction
This section contains all the work pertaining to Objective 1 of this thesis: the creation
of a prototype to repeatably take vibro-acoustic data with piezoelectric disk sensors
off of apples. The previous work done by our group in the paper by Ekramirad et al.
[30] (Accepted, pending publication) contains our previous methodology for vibro-
acoustic data acquisition from apples. Figure 2.1 shows two pictures of the previous
data collection setup. In this setup, the piezoelectric disk sensors were attached to
vice clamps using rubber cement and duct tape. The vice clamps overall caused
issues, because they have coarse mechanical quantization when they close. This
causes issues when taking data from spherical apples of different radii, because the
amount of pressure coupling the sensors to the apples will be different. This causes
process variation, which can degrade the quality of results.
2.2 Design
The design of the vibro-acoustic data acquisition device had four goals:
1. Be able to take data from the same number of apples as the previous setup.
This was important because the process needs to remain parallelizable, or it
loses its motivation for being a viable solution.
(a) Setup of All Apples in the Chamber
(b) Setup of Sensors on One Apple
Figure 2.1: Previous Setup of Piezoelectric Data Capture from Apples
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2. Be able to take data from apples of different sizes. This reduces the amount of
process variation from what existed in previous work.
3. This device should be simple to set up, such that different users would be able
to take data the same way.
4. The device should attempt to include a wide variety of denoising, dampening,
and isolation techniques to improve the Signal-to-Noise ratio of the data cap-
tured, and to decrease the influence of any apple onto data collected from other
apples simultaneously. Vibro-acoustic frequencies are harder to damp than fre-
quencies in the audible range, but there are a few known materials and methods
that have shown promise. This goal is to include a number of such techniques,
such that the data collected will be of higher detection capability than that of
the previous method.
In the following sections, the design will be discussed in pieces corresponding to
each goal. Goal 3, the simplicity of usage, is discussed in Section 2.5, where the
testing and usage of the device are presented.
2.2.1 Goal 1
The first piece of the overall setup was to design the basic one-chamber piece for
collecting vibro-acoustic data simultaneously from three apples. The desired sensor
type for this device is piezo-electric (PZT) disks (details in Section 2.4), which means
that there needed to be a flat surface to mount the sensor to, with room to keep a
pre-amplifier and run wiring/cabling to the data acquisition device. Figure 2.2 shows
a top view of the base piece which holds one apple, with an opening on one side for
wiring and cabling to be This structure will be on both the top and the bottom of
the apple, so that there will be two sensors on opposite sides during data acquisition.
2.2.2 Goal 2
After the basic one-channel design was laid out, the next design consideration was
to incorporate a method of allowing the device to take data from apples of varying
size. Due to the way the chamber is laid out (see Figure 2.2), there needs to be
consideration for size variance in radius and in height. The motivation for this comes
from the initial pilot studies. Due to the size differences in the apples, there was
variation in the pressure and curvature of the coupling when the sensors were pressed
against the apple skin. This caused for a non-uniform deformation in the sensors,
which there was no way to account for in the data analysis process. Thus, the coupling
and application of the sensors needs to be as uniform as possible for all apples, to
reduce the process variation.
For radial tolerance, the easiest solution is to add an elastic material that will
expand or contract to match apple size. In implementation, this solution became to
cut and add makeup sponge slices around the inner radius, such that the apple would
be able to compress them if needed in order to fit. This also has a secondary benefit of
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Figure 2.2: A Single Apple Chamber
ensuring that the apple will be centered, as the sponges will act similar to springs. The
foam sponges will naturally return to their default state, unless compressed beyond
their modulus of elasticity. Thus, they will work to equalize out their deformation
and will move the apple radially to the center. This will minimize the deformation
from the base position, and will align the apple with the PZT sensors.
Accommodating height variance is a more complex issue. Previously, size toler-
ance and mechanical quantization were issues that were considered for mechanical
pressure/gain differences between data capture processes. Thus, it is desirable to
either have finer mechanical quantization, or something like sponges which could be
considered to have very fine/no mechanical quantization. The final iteration of this
design utilized both, such that it could attempt to have a much wider array of possi-
ble apple heights than the previous mechanical vice clamps could accommodate. The
fine mechanical quantization was implemented through acoustic foam pads which
were placed on top of the sensors. This pad should be able to have some deformation
to reduce apple pressure and make it more uniform than it would have been with
the apple placed purely against the sensors. Figure 2.3 shows the final version using
both the white foam padding for radial variance and the base foam for fine height
variance. Here, the three white makeup sponges around the edge are the centrifugal
force padding, and the grey foam square (against the black plate underneath) is the
fine height padding.
For the larger size variance, a similar concept to the vice clamps was implemented
through wooden panel platforms. Each of the slots shown in Figure 2.4 represents
approximately 5 mm in thickness. So, by moving the plate up or down there can be
consideration of apples at smaller or larger heights, in steps of approximately 10 mm.
Final information on the sizes and thicknesses, as well as material specifications, is
found in Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The Bottom and Side Foam Pads
Figure 2.4: The Side Slots for Coarser Height Tolerance
2.2.3 Goal 4
There were many different pieces that were integrated into this system’s design which
should be able to provide improved denoising potential. The full set is as follows:
1. Hollow chambers between channels.
2. A 3D printed, sand-filled, insert into the wooden chamber holes.
3. Very High Bond (VHB) tape and air gaps between different pieces of the fixture.
4. The foam pad covers that were discussed in 2.2.2.
One of the worries when creating a capture device that operates on low frequencies
is that the device might propagate vibrations from one chamber to another chamber.
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Figure 2.5: Top View of the Hollow Slots
This picture shows a top view of the design for the bottom section of the wooden
fixture. Here, the picture is taken from the design file in OpenSCAD, an open
source 3-D modeling software. The yellow surfaces are the outer layers, and the
inner surfaces are shown in green. The numbers shown are in millimeters, with each
tick representing 100 mm. The hollow chambers are the rectangles in the top view,
each being located between two of the circular capture chambers.
To try to reduce this risk, it was decided to put hollow chambers in-between those
that would hold apples. Acoustic signals lose energy at boundary conditions, so the
direct path from one channel to the next would now have two boundary conditions
(wood to air, then air to wood) to cause direct interference. While this still could
potentially be an issue, its magnitude should be reduced from what it would have
been otherwise. Figure 2.5 shows a top-down view of what this chamber looks like in
the design schematic.
The second piece implemented, the 3D printed chamber inserts, were created
to try to further reduce the ability of vibro-acoustic/vibration signals to propagate
through the wooden structure into other channels. One of the potential issues is
that the wooden structure could potentially exhibit waveguide behavior. Loosely,
that means that because there are restrictions in the propagation through the air,
the waves would instead propagate through the physical contact the apple would
have with the wooden structure (or through the sensor, which would be very thin
and between the apple and wood). Acoustic signals lose energy through boundary
condition changes, making it desirable to design a structure that would have many
boundary conditions in the path of direct contact from the apple to the wooden
frame. Sand is a commonly used material to dampen low-frequency vibrations in
buildings. As such, the designed chamber insert was made to be filled with sand.
This should allow it to be able to absorb some vibrational energy that would normally
propagate following the waveguide mechanics, which should further decouple the
internal channels. Additionally, the chamber insert is attached using VHB tape,
which a material commonly used to dampen vibrations in automobiles. This will
again restrict the energy propagation some, which will utilize those same waveguide
mechanics to propagate waves through the tape. These two dampening methods
are used in series, which should provide a notably greater amount of denoising and
channel decoupling when compared to the expected behaviors of the base frame.
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The final denoising advantage of this design also comes from the pieces of acoustic
foam padding. A suspected issue of the previous methods was that there could be
interference or noise from moving air/wind that would move around the sensors,
which in turn would energize them with white noise. This was never thoroughly
investigated, but should no longer be a potential issue now that the pads are covered
on the outward facing surface. Additionally, the air that comes out of HVAC systems
(at least in the development lab space in the F. Paul Anderson Tower, Lexington
Kentucky) has a slight charge to it. This could also result in possible noise issues,
which would be reduced with something covering the sensor and blocking direct wind
contact.
2.3 Fabrication
The fabrication of this device was done entirely at the University of Kentucky. All
wooden pieces were laser cut from a 3/16” Eucaboard purchased from Home Depot in
Lexington, Kentucky. The laser cutting was performed in the Engineering Innovation
Center at the University of Kentucky College of Engineering. All 3D printing was
done using an Anycubic Linear Kossel, with black PLA+ out of a 0.4mm nozzle. The
shells were printed on borosilicate glass heated to 70◦C, with the nozzle heated to
215◦C. After printing, the empty shells were filled with sand (until approximately
2cm from the top of the shell) and checked for leaks. None had any leaks, so they
then needed to be sealed. To seal them, first a piece of paper was placed over top as
a cover, such that when the quick-dry clear caulk was layered at the top, the caulk
would seal and not leak through. Without the paper, the sand could contaminate
the caulk and thus ruin the seal. This paper slip was lazer-printed and cut out, and
the inserted over the sand layer. Figure 2.6 shows what this structure looks like in
its final version. The paper slip used for this version was black, which is why the top
of the structure appears black. Other chamber inserts had a white piece of paper,
which is why their top appears white. The choice of color is purely arbitrary, and
was just from what was on hand at the time.
The bottom piece was assembled using the following instructions:
1. Figure 2.7 shows each of the four pieces, with their label in the caption as a, b,
c, and d. The wooden pieces were aligned and bonded using wood glue in the
specified order: d x 2, c x 2, d x 2, a x 14.
2. Then, the sensors were bonded to the 3D printed chamber inserts using rubber
cement.
3. Then the foam square pieces were attached using small strips (short in length)
of 1/2” wide x 15mm thick strips of double sided VHB foam tape.
4. There were a few pieces on the bottom, and two on the opposite side of the
opening, such that the shell would stay as stationary as possible. This tape was
then used to bond the 3D printed inserts to the inside of the wooden chambers.
The layout of these strips is shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.6: 3D Printed Chamber Insert - Final Version
5. Lastly, the cabling was hooked up and the sensor preamplifiers were tacked to
the wooden structure using small length strips of the VHB tape.
The top piece was assembled using the following instructions:
1. Figure 2.7 shows the labels for each of the lazer cut pieces. The wooden pieces
were aligned and bonded using wood glue in the specified order: d x 2, c x 2, d
x 2, (a,b) x 6, a x 2.
2. The sensors were bonded to small squares (147 mm width x 170 mm length
x 1/8” thick) of Ultra High Molecular Weight (UHMW) polyethylene using
rubber cement.
3. The foam pads were attached this time using small strips of command velcro,
that way they would be removable when moving the UHMW inserts to different
slots.
4. Finally, the cabling was hooked up and attached to this piece, with the sensor
preamplifiers again being bonded to the wooden surface with small length VHB
strips.
This resulted in the object shown in Figure 2.9, which in this photo was just
missing the cabling and the pieces of foam padding on the top piece. This was then
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Figure 2.7: Set of Lazer Cut Wooden Pieces, Laminated into Halves of the Data
Capture Device
These are the four pieces which were cut for the assembly of both halves of the
wooden capture prototype. From top to bottom, they are labeled as a, b, c, and d.
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Figure 2.8: Layout of VHB Strips for Attaching Chamber Inserts
combined with the remaining electronics described in Section 2.4 to form the final
prototype.
2.4 Electronic Equipment
The electronic components for this setup were all purchased from Digital Key Con-
sulting (Lexington, KY). The data acquisition device was an NI DAQ, USB6001.
The included high-input impedence instrumentation amplifiers were low-frequency
amplifiers with a response region from 0.4 Hz to 18 Hz, with a sampling frequency
of 120 Hz. These amplifiers were set to a gain of 5x. The eight sensors (Buzzer
Element STD 2.6 kHz, 35 mm, CEB-35D26, CUI Devices) were conformal coated to
limit conductivity and corrosion from moisture. All the cables used were 20 feet long
tip-ring-ring-shield (TRRS) 1/8” diameter cables. Finally, each channel had its own
pre-amplifier. These pre-amplifiers were set to a gain of 1, as their main purpose was
just to be an intermediary between the sensors and the cabling. These were attached
to the wooden fixture as shown in Figure 2.10, using a small strip of VHB tape.
2.5 Testing
The preliminary testing done on this device was to ensure functionality, and check for
channel independence. Without a full experiment (with apples, larvae, and the true
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Figure 2.9: Almost Completed Prototype
This photo shows the almost completed prototype. The only thing that would be
done after this photo is just to remove the tape on the right side (the top piece),
and attach the foam padding with the velcro strip.
Figure 2.10: Preamplifier Attachment to Fixture
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capture environment in the Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering Department),
it would be difficult to fully assess the differences in capture conditions from the
previous setup. Thus, there were two different tests performed to gauge a preliminary
assessment of denoising capability and functionality. The first test was a simple
impulse test on all of the sensors, to see if very lightly tapping any one sensor with a
finger or small screwdriver (which would greatly energize it) was viewable on any other
channel. That test showed that there was a small amount of the impulse viewable
on other channels on the same piece of wood, but the magnitude of the tap was
greatly reduced on other channels, to the point where it could be considered noise.
The second test was performed using a couple apples purchased from a local grocery
store, just to confirm that contact worked as expected and that the setup didn’t
have any unintended consequences. This test was successful, as the slots were able
to be moved up and down to accommodate the smaller size of these store-bought
apples. Signals could be captured from them, and the setup appeared to work as
expected. Furthermore, the device itself was simple to use (as was intended). The
apples were inserted into the chamber, and it was simple to determine if contact was
made between the apples and their respective sensors.
2.6 Discussion
The only issue that arose with this setup is that it should have been scaled up about
10-20% in size. In the data collection trial of February 2021 for the data that is used
for this thesis, some of the Granny Smith apples used as control were too big to fit in
the chamber. While the size of these apples were known to be out of the expectation,
it still would have been nice to have these apples fit. Thus, a proportional scaling
up should have still worked fine for this and would have allowed the apples to have
recorded data. The only downside is that the device would have been much heavier
than it already is, but as this is a prototype that sits on a table, weight is not that
much of a concern.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the work done for the first objective of this thesis was discussed:
the creation of a prototype device used to take vibro-acoustic data from apples. All
aspects and considerations of the design, fabrication, and preliminary testing were
presented and discussed. To develop this design further in the future, this concept
could be easily scalable to an industrial device. The biggest change that would need
to occur is that the coarse size variance (the slots with the movable plate) should
be changed to be a moving part with a load-bearing sensor attached. Thus, the two
plates would retract inward until both came in contact with the apple, which would
induce load and the sensors would have the moving pieces halt such that the apple
would not be damaged.
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Chapter 3
Objective 2: Vibro-Acoustic Signal Processing and
Machine Learning for Infestation Detection
3.1 Introduction
This chapter contains all relevant materials for Objective 2: development of an
information-based feature set that can be paired with machine learning tools. These
will be evaluated in two ways: their ability to perform linear classification, and their
overall classification potential. The ability to perform linear classification can be
scored a few ways, but in this work it will be evaluated using a Fisher’s criterion.
Overall classification potential will be evaluated using two SVM algorithms, and two
ANN architectures.
3.1.1 Vibro-Acoustic Signal Processing
Vibro-acoustic (or vibration) signals are a mechanical vibration that has a low fre-
quency , typically ranging from 0 Hz to approximately 1-10 kHz (the specific value
changes depending on the literature source). Vibration signals are very prominent in
literature due to their importance in conveying information about mechanical motion
and structure [38]. In the current work, the main source of vibro-acoustic signal that
is considered is larval activity. The larvae will eat the apple, or crawl inside of the
apple, which will generate signal which is ideally captured through the sensor setup.
All data analyzed in this section is captured using the setup presented in Chapter
2. The rest of this section provides a brief background of some elements of power
analysis, entropy analysis, and the generalized spectrum, which are the three different
types of features computed in this work.
Entropy
The concept of entropy is commonly used to quantify how much information, or
uncertainty, is in a given sample of a signal. If a sample has low information, or low
entropy, it means that sample is predictable. If the sample’s value is just as likely
as any other (such as with a uniform distribution), then the sample is said to have
high entropy. The entropy features in this work are combined with spectral analysis,
which is referred to as either spectral entropy or power spectral entropy. Spectral
entropy integrates some of the benefits of limiting the frequency range, while still
showing a measure of information in each time window. Llanos et al. [39] use this
concept in their work to quantify the amount of information provided in segments
of human speech. Through their analysis, they were able to compare the amount of
spectral information transmitted through various phonemes of speech against that of
silence, and other types of sounds. Entropy usage in this work is used to quantify
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the predictability of a window of signal. If the entire signal follows a predictable,
deterministic pattern then it will be given a low entropy value. If the entire signal
follows a stochastic white noise pattern, then it will be given a high entropy value, as
it won’t be able to be easily predicted. One of the other possibilities for detection is
that there could be higher entropy when a signal window switches from one pattern
to another. If there is a noise distribution for the first half of a window, and then
larval locomotion for the second half, there might be a distinction in the entropy
value from a window fully comprised of either. The full discussion of the computed
entropy features can be found in Section 3.3.3.
The most common method of quantifying informational measure comes from the
Shannon entropy definition set by Claude Shannon, but researchers have investigated
using other definitions. Tanvir et al. [40] use the concept of Renyi Entropy to classify
defects in ultrasonic acoustic emission signals. Renyi entropy differs from Shannon
entropy through the integration of the parameter α, which allows for the model to be
fit more precisely to the distribution of events, at the cost of added complexity. The
authors explained that the α in the Renyi definition can be adjusted to reach some of
the different entropy definitions, allowing for leverage to give different computational
weight to events with low or high probabilities. Something like this could be useful
in transient detection, but is a more complicated addition. The current work serves
as an initial investigation into utilizing many concepts for vibro-acoustic infestation
detection. Here, only the base Shannon entropy will be used. Further explanation
and implementational details of the incorporation of entropy into the current work’s
features are provided in Section 3.3.3.
Power Analysis
Power analysis is a very common technique in signal processing, where a signal’s total
energy, or energy in a specific frequency range, is analyzed. There are many common
tools that are used in power analysis, with some of the common ones being a power
spectrum, power spectral density (PSD), and the spectrogram. A power spectrum
directly shows units of power associated with the frequency content of a signal, while
the PSD shows a distribution of power within frequency limits. The difference be-
tween the two seems to largely be computational, as the PSD has computational
advantages which allow for things such as bin size / bin number to not have an effect
on the value/shape, where they will in the power spectrum. Hajek [41] also explains
that the PSD can be directly translated from power density to power, if desired,
with the inverse Fourier Transform. Given the mathematical convention of translat-
ing between power and the PSD, it makes sense that common PSD implementation
is very similar to that of a Discrete Fourier Transform. However, one drawback of
both the power spectrum and the PSD, when looking at transient behavior, is that
it only considers the whole time range of the input signal. When processing signals
with transient components it is desirable to be able to analyze them with the entire
time segment containing the transient event. Thus, the frequency information of the
event will be emphasized, instead of being drowned out by the “noise” of the normal
state. The spectrogram is a tool which effectively takes sub-segments of an input sig-
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nal (each subsegment having a specified length, possibly with a windowing function
used) and takes its Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to show how a signal’s frequency
characteristics change over time. This is purely an implementational difference, as
the spectrogram can be used in the same way to show power, but in a way that is cor-
related with time. There are also more sophisticated tools such as the wavelet packet
decomposition (WPD) that are sometimes used in the analysis of non-stationary or
transient signals. However, those will not be considered in this work.
Power analysis is widely used in signal processing, with applications in areas such
as frequency characterization and event detection [42]. Power analysis is also often
combined with other signal processing tools to gain a more focused representation of
information. The study by Peng et al. [43] combines the usage of signal reference
data, an empirical mode distribution, and power analysis to show that they can
perform enhanced defect classification in eddy current sensors. Their study suggests
that many of these more sophisticated tools have justification for usage, but doesn’t
explain how well this would be translated to the real-time processes that are the
end goal for CM infestation detection. Computational complexity must be managed
against the classification potential in the final product, such that the process will be
adaptable in industry. A full description of how power analysis is used in the current
work can be found in Section 3.3.4.
Generalized Spectrum
The advanced signal processing technique that comprises the majority of the features
in this work is called the generalized spectrum (GS). The GS is computed by taking
the auto-correlation (AC) of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which then results in
correlations between frequency components as a function of lags in terms of frequency
instead of time (where the lag in a regular AC is the amount of delay in seconds
that that particular correlation value was computed for). The GS has two major
advantages when compared to an AC or a basic FFT: better noise suppression, and
detecting harmonic frequency distances. The studies by Varghese [44], Black [45],
and Huang [46] go into some of the mathematical details for the noise suppression,
most thoroughly for different types of white noise. First, an overview of those two
advantages will be presented. Then an example of using the GS for a known input
signal will be shown. Finally, some literature will be presented for the GS, showing
prior application of the technique.
In signal processing, different types of noise are given names that correspond to
colors. For example, noise that has equal power across the frequency spectrum is
“white” noise, and noise that has energy which decays loosely proportionally to 1/F
(where F is the frequency) is “pink” noise. In an autocorrelation, white noise will
only appear at the Lags = 0 axis, but pink noise will show up at many more points
centered around Lags = 0. Pink noise pollution could result in missing some po-
tentially vital information, if the information is at low frequencies. In an FFT both
types of noise will be present, which again could result in some vital information be-
ing hidden at lower frequencies, or any frequency if the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) is
too low. In this work, the primary types of noise which will have reduction properties
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considered are white noise and pink noise. The second property of the GS, detecting
the spacing between harmonic frequencies, has very attractive potential for detecting
transient biosignals. Most computational convention relies on assuming that signals
are inherently sinusoidal. When they aren’t sinusoidal, and are instead perhaps a
square wave, the signal will be comprised of many harmonic components, which will
then add up to computationally approximate that square wave. This work makes the
assumption that the underlying hidden biosignals generated by the larval activity are
not perfect sinusoids, which means that there will be harmonic frequencies present
with each bout of larval locomotion. The GS leverages its ability to reduce colored
noise contributions in computing the distance between different frequencies, and in-
dicates that there is harmonic activity occurring. The specific details of GS usage in
this work are found in Section 3.3.5.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show an example of what signal characterization looks like
using the GS. Signal A in Figure 3.1 shows a signal that is an ideal sinusoid pair,
with a sine at 2 Hz and a sine at 4 Hz, both sampled at 120 Hz. The FFT plot
shows two sinusoids, and the autocorrelation shows big peaks every 60 samples, and
lesser peaks at the remaining points every 30 samples. The GS in this case shows
a strong peak at a frequency lag of ∆2Hz, which is expected in this case as that is
the difference between the sine frequencies. Signal B in Figure 3.2 shows a signal
with added low frequency pink noise, with the pink noise power being two times that
of Signal A’s RMS Power. This is shown in the FFT by increased noise at lower
frequencies, and through stronger correlation decay in the AC as the lag gets farther
from zero. There is one key difference in the GS, however. The GS still has a peak at
∆2Hz, but it is now less clustered. This suggests that there is now a little correlation
between the low frequency peak and the 2 Hz peak. Similarly, there is a stronger
peak distribution just before ∆4Hz, which represents that there is now correlation
between the pink noise and the 4 Hz peak. Even with strong noise, the GS still shows
good potential to recognize signal harmonics. Eventually, low SNR will degrade the
output, as it would with any analysis algorithm.
The GS has seen limited use in research applications when performing complex
signal analysis. Donohue et al. [47] used the GS in their study of classifying breast
tumors. This work provides a good mathematical background of the GS, and shows
an application of using the GS to extract harmonic information. Hong et al. [48]
show another usage of the GS for performing market analytics. They use a further
form of the GS, where they define tests based off of it, which they use to do statistical
prediction. This applicaion demonstrates that the GS is well suited for linear, and
even some non-linear purposes. There are not a large amount of other works that
explore the GS in signal processing, but there are other works that use spectral
autocorrelation, which seems similar. There may be differences between the two, but
the full extent of the differences/similarities are not known to the author.
3.1.2 Support Vector Machines
The first machine learning algorithm in this work is the Support Vector Machine
(SVM). The two types of SVMs that will be used in this work are the Linear SVM
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Figure 3.1: Characterization of 2 Hz + 4 Hz Signal
(LSVM) and the Radial Basis Function(RBF) SVM.
Figure 3.3 shows an example of an SVM Classification task, where the algorithm
must distinguish between the blue circles and the red squares. The approach taken by
a two-class (binary) SVM algorithm is to create a “hyperplane” which is used for the
classification. The hyperplane is a term for the boundary which separates the classes,
with each region being labeled as one class. Choosing the “best” hyperplane can be
tricky, as this concept of best must pertain to a chosen metric or set of metrics, which
then must be applied on another set of data which is completely disjoint from the set
used for training. Furthermore, the hyperplane in an SVM is chosen through what
is referred to as a “sparse kernel”, where it only considers points near the boundary.
This makes it different from Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), where the class
distributions are used to create the boundaries instead. In cases such as the one in
Figure 3.3, it is mathematically provable what the best hyperplane is for this prob-
lem. When outliers exist or the different classes overlap, this task can be much more
difficult. Hsu et al. [50] describe this in their introductory SVM document, and pro-
vide insight into how choosing different parameters and training procedures can affect
getting strong results. Hsu also provides a dicussion of the utilization of kernels, such
as the RBF, which are a major component of how the algorithm performs its search
and selection of the optimal hyperplane. Kernel functions transform the input fea-
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Figure 3.2: Characterization of 2 Hz + 4 Hz + Pink Noise Signal
Figure 3.3: SVM Classification Illustration [49]
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ture matrix into a new space, using a specified function (such as the Gaussian RBF,
or Polynomial Function). Jakkula [51] provides a good mathematical background of
both using SVMs, and of using Kernel Functions for higher-complexity SVM classi-
fication. Jakkula also provides a brief overview on some thoughts to consider when
creating more complex SVM algorithms, along with a good literature review for their
usage.
The current work considers two types of SVMs: Linear and RBF. The main dif-
ference between the two algorithms is the addition of the kernel transformation in
the RBF algorithm. Both perform linear classification, but the RBF transforms the
feature space using the kernel function, and then performs linear classification. This
allows it to use the same linear classification algorithm to create nonlinear decision
boundaries. The difference between the two algorithms performance should come
from how well the kernel transformation does in creating a separable decision bound-
ary. Details of the LSVM and RBF SVM in the current work can be found in Section
3.4.1.
3.1.3 Artificial Neural Networks
The second machine learning technique used in the current work is the Artificial Neu-
ral Network (ANN). ANNs are built to try to mimic implicit processes in the human
brain, such that they can perform more complex pattern classification than simpler
machine learning algorithms. Wesolowski [52] describes that the strength of ANNs
is that they learn directly from the data and learn by examples. Thus, they are less
limited by factors such as data nonlinearity or high data complexity. There are many
different types of ANN structures, such as the Back-propagation Neural Network
(BPN), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Radial Basis Function Networks (RBF), and
Self-Organizing Maps. Different structure types have different advantages and disad-
vantages in how the network structure is treated, how the neurons behave, and how
the training procedure functions. The BPN is the simplest ANN structure, which is
very commonly used in literature to learn from data directly. Kirthika et al. [53] use
the BPN in their work on extracting roadway structure from images. Their BPN is
in the early stage of the classification process, showing that there are also ways to use
ANNs as a precursor to further analysis. Ahmed et al. [54] give a good overview of
creating and using the MLP ANN structure. Their approach is more straightforward
than the approach by Kirthika, as they use their ANN to distinguish input data into
either of two clusters. Overall, supporting literature shows that ANNs are well suited
to perform data-driven classification. The details of the ANNs used in the current
work are shown in Section 3.4.2.
3.2 Data Collection
This section contains all of the methods for data collection of the apple data used for
Objective 2 and 3, as well as the implementation details of Objective 2.
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3.2.1 Data Description
There were three different types of apples selected for infestation and data collection
in February 2021: Gala, Fuji, and Granny Smith. For this thesis, only the data from
Gala apples will be considered. The Gala apple is a very common variety of apple,
and of the three varieties recorded the Gala appeared to have the least experimental
differences or issues during the data capture process. Apples were infested on approx-
imately January 25th, and were delivered to the laboratory space in the Biosystems
and Agricultural Engineering Department in Lexington KY on January 27th, 2021.
All apples were stored at 21 C, 75% RH until Monday, February 1st, which was the
first day of data collection. At this point, the storage conditions were changed to
27 C, 85% RH until the end of the study on Friday, February 19th. Data was col-
lected from 12 apples per weekday, approximately evenly spread across the different
varieties. There were three different data collection processes that occurred in series
during this period: passive vibro-acoustic data collection, an active impulse test, and
hyperspectral imaging. The vibro-acoustic method will be the data source for this
work, the remaining experiments will be covered in future work.
3.2.2 Vibro-Acoustic Data Collection
The following steps were used to collect data from every sample:
1. Ensure all chambers are empty and clear of debris.
2. Place the bottom wooden half flat on the table.
3. Place the apples in their respective chambers, noting which apple goes in Chan-
nel 5, 6, and 7. These will correspond to which goes in Channels 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. They should be noted as such in the notes about the recording.
4. For each of the three chambers, it was ensured that the sensor plate made light
pressure contact with the top of the apple. Here, light pressure contact means
that it should be making contact with the apple skin, but the surfaces of the
wooden halves should be as close to flush as possible.
5. After ensuring that each chamber meets the previous conditions, boot up the
capture software (PiezoSleep 2.08r from Signal Solutions LLC, Lexington, Ken-
tucky).
6. The only necessary parameters from the software setup is the setting for col-
lecting data from eight channels. There are optional parameters for labelling
channel names, but this isn’t used in analysis.
7. Finally, once the software is booted up and configured, it was ran for four
minutes of continuous data capture. Background conditions were not expected
to change during this time (no walking aside from the very first couple seconds,
no doors closing). This can be digitally removed if there is a known tolerance
window on the recording.
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This data is then collected as a set of “.bin” files, which are then read into Matlab
directly using code provided by the manufacturer of the data acquisition device
3.3 Vibro-Acoustic Feature Computation
This section contains all of the algorithms for the development of the 32 features which
comprise the final set used in this work. All code in this section was developed using
Matlab R2020a. All features are given a number in their respective algorithm. This
number will be referenced again in the results when showing the Fisher’s Criterion
scores and the machine learning results. All feature computation, signal processing,
and machine learning code is located in Appendix A.
3.3.1 Pre-processing
Initially, each recording was extracted into a signal that is four minutes long. The
first step in feature extraction was to loop through each apple’s four minute recording
and segment it into five second long pieces, with no overlapping. Next, additional pre-
processing methods were investigated, including filtering, linear detrending, filtering
+ detrending, and power normalization. Any filtering or linear detrending worsened
the performance of both the power features and the generalized spectrum features.
Thus, neither of these were included in the preprocessing step. However, due to the
potential of varying background noise conditions, and normalization having the same
quality of results, it was decided to normalize the power in each time window. This
was implemented by dividing each five second signal by its standard deviation.
The other preprocessing consideration was what data to use from the overall three
week experiment. Immediately, the third week of data is removed from considera-
tion due to the large majority of larvae pupating. This thesis considers the driving
mechanism behind classification to be larval action, which is absent during the pupae
stage. Classification of these pupae-infested apples is thus out of scope. There is
also consideration to how well the first and second weeks of recording can be fit into
the same model. The size of CM larvae greatly affects the detection, although the
quantification of this will be left to future work. The models in this work are trained
only using the data from week two, as the data from early week one doesn’t fit the
model trained with larger larvae. Further discussion on this is provided in Section
3.6.3.
3.3.2 Basic Features
Previous works by this research group at UK have considered using more basic fea-
tures [29], such as the signal mean, standard deviation, and spectral centroid. How-
ever, due to the scope of this work, none of these features will be used here. This work
considers different computational tools, to ascertain if there is merit in exploration
of these less common routes.
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3.3.3 Entropy Features
After normalizing the five second signal’s power, the first features computed in the
algorithm were the entropy features. Algorithm 1 shows the algorithmic procedure for
calculating features 1 and 2, the Max Power Entropy Ratio and the Power Entropy
Variance. The spectrogram outputs a 2D matrix as either energy and/or power. The
power matrix is used here as the input to the pentropy function, which outputs an
entropy value for each time value in the spectrogram. This resulting time-varying
entropy vector is then what the two features are computed off of.
Algorithm 1: Entropy Feature Calculation
windowsize = 0.5s;
Compute spectrogram, using windowsize, 50% overlap, and 2x nfft;
Compute power entropy (pe) with “pentropy”, using the spectrogram’s
power, frequency, and time outputs;
(1) Max Power Entropy Ratio = max(pe) / mean(pe);
(2) Power Entropy Variance = variance(pe);
3.3.4 Power Features
The next set of computed features are the power features, numbers 3-14. In this work,
the vibro-acoustic frequencies considered are from 0-20 Hz. From the previous work
by our research group [29] [30], it has been shown that there is meaningful frequency
content from 0-8 Hz. Preliminary investigation in this work showed that there could
also be meaningful frequency content at 10 Hz, as well as other information up to 15
Hz. This motivated the separation of the feature space into three regions: 0-0.8 Hz,
0.8-3 Hz, and 3-20 Hz. The hypothesis is that the lowest region (dubbed “low-band”),
0-0.8 Hz, will be largely noise induced by either outside sources or locomotion-induced
friction. The middle frequency range (dubbed “mid-band”), 0.8-3 Hz, is expected to
largely contain vibrations from the larval locomotion itself. This is purely justified by
previous work [29]. The higher frequency range (dubbed “high-band”), then contains
the remaining 3-20 Hz. The expectation in this range is that there will be harmonic
frequencies from locomotion, as well as potentially other activity that has not been
previously documented in the prior works. Harmonic peaks could potentially be
higher above the noise floor than the lower frequency peaks, this will be discussed
later on. Another possibility is that there could also be a resonant interaction here
as well, where vibration could resonate through hollow chambers in the apples. As
larvae burrow and consume more of the apple, the resonant behavior of the infested
apples would diverge from that of the control apples.
Algorithm 2 shows the procedure for calculating all of the power features. All
power values were calculated using the “bandpower” function in matlab. The input
signal length was assumed to be five seconds, which makes the five subwindows each
one second long. This function then uses the periodogram to compute the power in
that band, through summing the discrete power values that exist within it.
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Algorithm 2: Power Feature Calculation
Compute signal length;
Define the full window signal;
Create five sub-windowed signals, each containing an non-overlapping 20% of
the full signal;
Define the three frequency bands;
Compute the power for the full window signal over each band, and the total
power.
(3) Full Window Low-band Power = low-band’s power / total power;
(4) Full Window Mid-band Power = mid-band’s power / total power;
(5) Full Window High-band Power = high-band’s power / total power;
Compute Low-band, mid-band, and high-band power values for each
sub-windowed signal;
// (IAW = In all Windows);
(6) Mean Sub-windowed Low-band Power = mean(low-band power IAW);
(7) Mean Sub-windowed Mid-band Power = mean(mid-band power IAW);
(8) Mean Sub-windowed High-band Power = mean(mid-band power IAW);
(9) Max Sub-windowed Low-band Power = max(low-band power IAW);
(10) Max Sub-windowed Mid-band Power = max(mid-band power IAW);
(11) Max Sub-windowed High-band Power = max(mid-band power IAW);
(12) Min Sub-windowed Low-band Power = min(low-band power IAW);
(13) Min Sub-windowed Mid-band Power = min(mid-band power IAW);
(14) Min Sub-windowed High-band Power = min(mid-band power IAW);
3.3.5 Generalized Spectrum Features
The final set of features were computed using the Generalized Spectrum. All of these
features were extracted from the five sub-windowed signals that were created in the
previous section.
Algorithm 3 shows the procedure for computing the last features (15-32). The
code in A.3 and A.4 of the appendix shows the full implementation of this algorithm
in MATLAB. These two functions show the computation of the Generalized Spec-
trum, and an additional step called the Collapsed Average. The Collapsed Average
removes complex components from the correlation, and also takes an average over the
resulting spectrum. Equation 3.1 shows the formula for computing the fundamental
lag interval. This calculation is based off of the assumption that the only peaks found
are harmonics, with the first one being the fundamental. These peaks are denoted
as P(n) in the equation. Thus, an arbitrary sum of a fundamental and n harmonics
can be used to approxmiate the fundamental, assuming that every harmonic used is
a true one, and not caused by noise. Another form can be similarly shown where the
fundamental isn’t included, but that one was not implemented in this work. Another
key point is that if there are not enough peaks to compute the Lag Peak Distribution,
the feature value will be set to be NaN and that window will be thrown out. Overall,
this happened approximately 2-3 times per overall recording.
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Originally, these features were implemented over the whole window instead of over
five 20% subwindows. The performance of these features greatly improved when the
subwindowing was implemented.∑N
n=1 P (n)




FLI ∗ n (3.1)
3.4 Machine Learning Methods
This section contains the implementation details on how each machine learning algo-
rithm was created and evaluated. Code (when applicable) for each procedure can be
found in Appendix A.
3.4.1 Support Vector Machine
All development and testing of both SVM models was done in Matlab R2020a,
through a set of functions and scripts (relevant code shown in Appendix A). The
dataset of apple recordings was split into a training set and a separate validation set,
where the validation set apples are entirely unseen in training. There are two main
patterns (that are considered) which a machine learning algorithm could potentially
learn: the distribution of resonance differences between control and infested apples in
the training set, or the pattern generated by the larval locomotion. If the algorithm
learned the resonance distribution of each class, it wouldn’t generalize well to new
apples (as each apple will have its own resonance characteristic, based on the struc-
ture). To try to discover which pattern the algorithm learns, a separate set of apples
is excluded from the training. Due to the limited size of the dataset from the second
week of the experiment, only a few apples were randomly selected to be included in
the validation set. Six control apples and four infested apples were randomly chosen
to be in the training set. Three control apples and two infested apples were then
left to be in the separate validation set. Each apple’s vibro-acoustic recording was
subsegmented into non-overlapping five second windows, on which the set of features
previously described were computed. These feature matrices were then labeled as
control or infested, and given to Matlab’s “fitcsvm” function to build models for the
LSVM and the RBF SVM.
Multiple models were built using subsets of the entire feature space. The first
results were generated using a Fisher’s Criterion score as threshold to select features.
This score was calculated for each feature using Equation 3.2, where control and
infested refer to the feature vector for each class, computed for the whole training
set.





The set of Fisher’s Score thresholds chosen was [0.0, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1,
1.2, and 1.3]. This sweep allows for many subsets to be evaluated in the feature space,
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Algorithm 3: Generalized Spectrum / Collapsed Avg Feature Calculation
for i = 1 : 1 : 5 do
// Compute Generalized Spectrum;
Compute FFT for that sub-window;
Compute the AC of that FFT result from 0 to 10 Hz;
// Compute CA & Features for Each Sub-window;
pGS = Generalized Spectrum of Lags >= 0;
High-Pass CA = sum(pGS(5:end));
CA = mean(pGS);
Find the first three peaks (or less if less exist);
Compute the FLI using Eqn 3.1. Here, N <= 3;
Max Mean Ratio (MMR) = max(pGS) / CA;
Lag Peak Distribution = peak(2) - peak(1);
CA Standard Deviation (CASD) = std(CA);
end
// There are now 5 values for each feature, saved in a row vector;
// Calculate the final features from the set of sub-windowed ones;
// Each feature’s pseudocode is shown below, with its number shown first;
(15) High-Pass Sub-windowed CA Mean = mean(High-Pass CA(1:5));
(16) High-Pass Sub-windowed CA Std = std(High-Pass CA(1:5));
(17) Sub-windowed CA Mean = mean(CA(1:5));
(18) Sub-windowed CA Std = std(CA(1:5));
(19) Mean of Sub-windowed FLI = mean(FLI(1:5));
(20) Std of Sub-windowed FLI = std(FLI(1:5));
(21) Mean of Sub-windowed CA Max-mean Ratio = mean(MMR(1:5));
(22) Std of Sub-windowed CA Max-mean Ratio = std(MMR(1:5));
(23) Mean of Sub-windowed CA Lag Peak Distribution = mean(LPD(1:5));
(24) Std of Sub-windowed CA Lag Peak Distribution = std(LPD(1:5));
(25) Mean of Sub-windowed CA Std = mean(CASD(1:5));
(26) Std of Sub-windowed CA Std = std(CASD(1:5));
(27) High-Pass Sub-windowed CA Maximum = max(High-Pass CA(1:5));
(28) Sub-windowed CA Maximum = max(CA(1:5));
(29) Max of Sub-windowed FLI = max(FLI(1:5));
(30) Max of Sub-windowed CA Max-mean Ratio = max(MMR(1:5));
(31) Max of Sub-windowed CA Lag Peak Distribution = max(LPD(1:5));
(32) Max of Sub-windowed CA Std = max(CASD(1:5));
and also is fine enough to where only a few features are removed in each step. Using
this evaluation, the best feature subset between the two algorithms was selected for
further investigation. One by one, each feature was added to or subtracted from
that subset to evaluate its impact on the LSVM and RBF SVM performance. The
ones which showed improvement over the base case are included in the results, along
with the evaluation at every case that was evaluated based on the Fisher’s Criterion
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selection.
3.4.2 Artificial Neural Network
The development of the Artificial Neural Networks for this work was done using the
Neural Net Pattern Recognition Tool in Matlab R2020a. The ANN architecture built
was a multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer, one input layer, and one output
layer. Two different iterations of the hidden layer size were created: one optimized
for performance on all the features, and one optimized for performance based off of
the best features from the RBF SVM evaluation. These two network structures were
then evaluated on every set of features that the SVMs were evaluated on, to allow
for easy comparison. In order to select the final version of each algorithm (as the
tool allows you to infinitely re-run the training procedure from scratch), the results
from the training set (used to train that specific network, 70% of the training set)
were compared to the tool’s validation and testing set (15% of the remaining training
set each). If the classification scores were approximately equal (within a few percent
accuracy), then the model would appear to not be overfit. This was then tested on the
validation set of apples that were entirely unseen to the model. If the classification
accuracy was comparable, then it was deemed the model hadn’t overfit to the training
set. If the model only overfit (meaning that the results never were comparable after
a large number of randomized training runs), then that was reported in the results.
3.5 Results
This section contains all the results for Objective 2. First, the objective evaluation
of the linear separability of each feature is presented (shown with a Fisher’s criterion
score) in Section 3.5.1. Then, the classification results are presented for the two SVM
algorithms and the different Artificial Neural Network evaluations, in Section 3.5.2.
3.5.1 Features
Table 3.1 shows the results for the Fisher Criterion scores for each feature, evaluated
on the training set. It is important to note that while high scores indicate better
ability to separate classes, this is only directly true for the linear case. Nonlinear
classifiers may be able to perform well on features with a low Fisher’s score. These
features are each given a number for reference later on with the classification result
tables.
3.5.2 Classification Results
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the classification results for the LSVM, and RBF SVM
respectively. The enclosed feature set is referred to by their numbers, which are
linked to their name in Table 3.1, and explained previously in Section 3.3. The same
set of feature usage is shown in every table to allow for easy cross-method comparison.
Entries with a number in the Fisher’s Criterion Score (FC) column were directly taken
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Table 3.1: Fisher Criterion Scores: Features 1-32
FN: Feature Number; FS: Fisher Score; Ent: Entropy; Var: Variance; Std: Standard
Deviation; LB: Low-band; MB: Mid-band; HB: High-band; SW: Sub-windowed; CA:
Collapsed Average; FLI: Fundamental Lag Interval; MMR: Max-Mean Ratio; LPD:
Lag Peak Distribution;
FN Name FS FN Name FS
1 Max Power Ent. Ratio 0.606 17 SW CA Mean 1.111
2 Power Ent. Var. 0.432 18 SW CA Std. 0.641
3 Full Window LB Power 1.032 19 Mean of SW FLI 0.015
4 Full Window MB Power 0.566 20 Std. of SW FLI 0.003
5 Full Window HB Power 0.948 21 Mean of SW CA MMR 0.069
6 Mean SW LB Power 1.093 22 Std. of SW CA MMR 0.085
7 Mean SW MB Power 1.306 23 Mean of SW CA LPD 0.037
8 Mean SW HB Power 0.882 24 Std. of SW CA LPD 0.017
9 Max SW LB Power 1.155 25 Mean of SW CA Std. 1.082
10 Max SW MB Power 1.268 26 Std. of SW CA Std. 0.557
11 Max SW HB Power 0.882 27 High-Pass SW CA Max 1.027
12 Min SW LB Power 0.907 28 SW CA Max 1.008
13 Min SW MB Power 1.213 29 Max of SW FLI 0.022
14 Min SW HB Power 0.797 30 Max of SW CA MMR 0.055
15 High-Pass SW CA Mean 1.082 31 Max of SW CA LPD 0.028
16 High-Pass SW CA Std. 0.741 32 Max of SW CA Std. 0.934
using just a cutoff. Feature combinations with a dash (-) in the Fisher’s Criterion
column were not selected with just the cutoff, they were selected based on iteration
performed on a previous feature set. The bold row(s) in each table indicates the
best combination(s) for that algorithm, which will be explained in the discussion in
Section 3.6.
The ANN results are presented in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, for the ANN tuned for all
32 features and for the ANN tuned for the best RBF SVM features, respectively. The
best results for all features was found with 50 neurons in the one hidden layer. The
best results for the best RBF SVM features was found with 31 neurons in the one
hidden layer.
3.6 Discussion
This section contains the discussion about the results for Objective 2. The perfor-
mance of the features and the machine learning algorithms are evaluated, as well as
the potential information content about what information useful features contain. Fi-
nally, some discussion is presented for how well the best model (RBF SVM) performs
when classifying Week 1 data (as it was trained only on Week 2 data).
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Table 3.2: LSVM Results
FC: Fisher’s Criterion Cutoff; Acc: Accuracy; NOF: Number of Features;
FC Train Acc. (%) Val. Acc. (%) NOF Feature Numbers
0.0 82.06 69.62 32 1-32
0.5 82.06 70.04 22 1,3-18,25-28,32
0.6 81.18 69.20 20 1,3,5-18,25,27,28,32
0.7 81.84 68.35 18 3,5-17,25,27,28,32
0.8 82.28 67.51 16 3,5-7,9-13,15,17,25,27,28,32
0.9 81.84 67.93 14 3,5-7,9,10,11-13,15,17,25,27,28,32
1.0 81.84 69.20 11 3,6,7,9,10,13,15,17,25,27,28
1.1 78.56 80.59 5 7,9,10,13,17
1.2 78.34 80.17 3 7,10,13
1.3 78.34 80.17 1 7
- 81.62 68.35 17 3,6-17,25,27,28,32
- 80.96 77.22 17 3,5-14,16,17,25,27,28,32
- 79.65 80.59 17 3,5-17,27,28,32
- 78.34 80.59 15 3,6-14,16,17,27,28,32
Table 3.3: RBF SVM Results
FC: Fisher’s Criterion Cutoff; Acc: Accuracy; NOF: Number of Features;
FC Train Acc. (%) Val. Acc. (%) NOF Feature Numbers
0.0 100 41.77 32 1-32
0.5 94.31 83.12 22 1,3-18,25-28,32
0.6 92.56 81.01 20 1,3,5-18,25,27,28,32
0.7 91.68 86.92 18 3,5-17,25,27,28,32
0.8 90.81 81.43 16 3,5-7,9-13,15,17,25,27,28,32
0.9 90.81 80.17 14 3,5-7,9,10,11-13,15,17,25,27,28,32
1.0 88.84 80.17 11 3,6,7,9,10,13,15,17,25,27,28
1.1 81.84 80.59 5 7,9,10,13,17
1.2 78.77 80.59 3 7,10,13
1.3 78.34 80.17 1 7
- 90.81 87.76 17 3,6-17,25,27,28,32
- 90.81 86.50 17 3,5-14,16,17,25,27,28,32
- 90.15 86.92 17 3,5-17,27,28,32
- 88.40 87.34 15 3,6-14,16,17,27,28,32
3.6.1 Features
There are two metrics that define how useful a feature is in this work: Fisher’s Cri-
terion and classification potential. The most useful feature according to the Fisher’s
Criterion is the mean sub-windowed mid-band power (7). This features makes sense,
because the previous work suggests that the vibro-acoustic signals produced by larval
locomotion are in that band [29] [30]. Thus, the information contained in this feature
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Table 3.4: ANN Results - Optimized for All Features
FC: Fisher’s Criterion Cutoff; Acc: Accuracy; NOF: Number of Features;
FC Train Acc. (%) Val. Acc. (%) NOF Feature Numbers
0.0 84.72 76.8 32 1-32
0.5 80.11 80.2 22 1,3-18,25-28,32
0.6 79.45 80.6 20 1,3,5-18,25,27,28,32
0.7 82.69 80.6 18 3,5-17,25,27,28,32
0.8 82.06 80.6 16 3,5-7,9-13,15,17,25,27,28,32
0.9 81.62 80.6 14 3,5-7,9,10,11-13,15,17,25,27,28,32
1.0 82.91 78.1 11 3,6,7,9,10,13,15,17,25,27,28
1.1 82.28 78.1 5 7,9,10,13,17
1.2 79.86 80.6 3 7,10,13
1.3 78.16 78.9 1 7
- 78.37 79.3 17 3,6-17,25,27,28,32
- 81.0 80.6 17 3,5-14,16,17,25,27,28,32
- 79.4 80.6 17 3,5-17,27,28,32
- 80.7 80.2 15 3,6-14,16,17,27,28,32
Table 3.5: ANN Results - Optimized for the Best RBF SVM Features
FC: Fisher’s Criterion Cutoff; Acc: Accuracy; NOF: Number of Features;
FC Train Acc. (%) Val. Acc. (%) NOF Feature Numbers
0.0 83.81 80.20 32 1-32
0.5 80.57 79.75 22 1,3-18,25-28,32
0.6 82.45 79.3 20 1,3,5-18,25,27,28,32
0.7 82.31 79.7 18 3,5-17,25,27,28,32
0.8 77.67 80.6 16 3,5-7,9-13,15,17,25,27,28,32
0.9 80.12 80.2 14 3,5-7,9,10,11-13,15,17,25,27,28,32
1.0 78.77 80.6 11 3,6,7,9,10,13,15,17,25,27,28
1.1 78.77 80.6 5 7,9,10,13,17
1.2 77.91 80.6 3 7,10,13
1.3 77.94 79.75 1 7
- 80.12 80.6 17 3,6-17,25,27,28,32
- 82.69 80.6 17 3,5-14,16,17,25,27,28,32
- 78.3 80.6 17 3,5-17,27,28,32
- 81.4 80.6 15 3,6-14,16,17,27,28,32
would be indicative of the presence of larval locomotion in the signal. This is likely the
same information that is contained in the max sub-windowed mid-band power (10),
and the min sub-windowed mid-band power (13). The max sub-windowed low-band
power (9) and the mean sub-windowed low-band power (6) are similar features, where
these could show the presence or absence of low-frequency vibration energy induced
by friction from locomotion. The sub-windowed collapsed average mean (17) and the
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high-pass sub-windowed collapsed average mean (15) should both show if there is
much of a presence of harmonic energy in the signal. Since the power is normalized
in each window, there shouldn’t be a noticable influence from varying total signal
power. The mean of the sub-windowed collapsed average standard deviation (25) is
a feature which is expected to have little to no influence from signal energy/power.
This feature shows the distribution of energy over the lags axis, which should shift
further from zero with stronger presence of harmonics. Thus, there is evidence show-
ing that the shape of the generalized spectrum contains useful information for the
larval classification task. The full window low-band power (3) should again show
the full presence of vibration from locomotion in the entire window, which is weaker
because it loses temporal resolution.
Overall, the majority of the linearly useful features in the set have some infor-
mation from spectral power. This makes sense, because in small windows with loco-
motion, much of the percentage of total energy should shift to be in the frequency
range that the motion generates (0.8-3 Hz). A couple of the features that were lower
in linear performance (Fisher’s >= 0.7) seem to help in the RBF SVM performance,
while not helping the linear performance. This is true for the collapsed average max,
which decreased the RBF performance when removed but didn’t decrease the linear
performance. Overall, it would be more ideal to find features that are more sepa-
rated from the influence of power pollution. However, while the features do have the
potential to be influenced by power there is certainly information that exists in them
that is more than just power pollution. Figure 3.4 shows the normalized covariance
matrix for all features. While a few of them are correlated together, the set of use-
ful features are not all correlated with each other, which suggests that there is both
useful information at different frequency bands, and in the transient GS statistics.
Figure 3.5 shows the normalized covariance matrix for the best features, noted in
the RBF SVM results in Table 3.3. This shows that the strongest features are fairly
correlated in clusters. Thus, there is both some redundant information and some
non-redundant information in the set. However, even with the strong correlation,
it is important to note that the machine learning algorithm performed poorer with
any feature being removed from the last set. So it is reasonable to conclude that the
information contained that limits the features from being completely correlated does
have use in the detection process.
3.6.2 Machine Learning Performance
Overall, the various machine learning algorithms didn’t perform poorly when com-
pared against the literature standards. The best case of each was chosen to capture
the highest training and validation accuracies, with minimal difference in classification
accuracy between the two. Thus, it could be inferred that the algorithm would need
additional non-redundant information to improve its classification accuracy. How-
ever, the results do suggest that the algorithm didn’t overfit. All three algorithms
showed some ability to generalize patterns of both classes to new apples that were
unseen, proving that at least some of the information content learned wasn’t purely
about the resonant distribution of the apples. However, the LSVM and the ANN
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Figure 3.4: Full Feature Set Covariance Matrix
Figure 3.5: Best Feature Set Covariance Matrix
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were limited to having accuracies in the lower eighty percent range, while the RBF
SVM had training accuracy up to perfect, and multiple iterations with validation
accuracy in the upper eighty percent range. This suggests that there are features
that have limited performance in the linear space which gain increased classification
potential through the RBF kernel transformation. Objective non-linear classification
potential is not as explicit as a Fisher’s criterion is for linear classification potential,
though. Thus the determination of this would largely come from seeing performance
in nonlinear machine learning algorithms. The ANN did not seem to advance the
classification potential any further, so this would suggest that there could be a good
transformation space which could turn the original feature matrix into one that is
more easily separatable. There is a lot more investigation that could be done into
this area in future work, which will be touched on in this chapter’s conclusion section.
3.6.3 Generalization to Prior Data
One of the underlying assumptions in these machine learning models is that the larval
growth is changing over time, and thus it is only valid for regions in which the larval
behavior can be considered similar (or similar enough, but this is hard to quantify).
This motivated the selection of Week 2 data to train the algorithms. Initially, the
algorithms were trained on the data from Week 1 and Week 2, but the classification
potential was very poor. To further investigate how true this assumption is, the
model trained on Week 2’s data was used to predict classification status on the data
from Week 1. The results were much worse than those only from Week 2, with
only 66.04% of control apples being classified as control, and only 41.48% of infested
apples being classified as infested. Overall, the dataset had a classification accuracy
of 50.13%, which is basically a random guess. These results are disappointing for the
generalization potential to smaller larvae, but also are unsurprising.
These results suggest that there is a limit to how far a model trained on a certain
larval growth/activity cycle can classify. The larval behavior will have at most two
(unknown) distributions for its action: one for the activity frequency and one for the
activity intensity. Ideally, these distributions will somehow have their information
captured in the feature space, and will can be classified under situations which meet
the assumptions. The classification potential here shows that the hypothesis of these
distributions changing over time (or more precisely, over the development cycle),
may have merit. However, in order to truly quantify this effect there would need to
be significant considerations made to completely ensure there were no confounding
factors. There are a large number of uncontrolled sources of vibration in the lab
space of the Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering Department. While this does
allow for the data to be good enough for the classification task, there are a decent
number of artifacts in the dataset which must be addressed or removed in order for
the patterns to be able to be consistent. However, blindly removing patterns that
appear to differ from the overall set, but have no explanation as to where there
difference came from, inherently introduces bias into any analysis being done. Thus,
in order to form a precise hypothesis at where the lines are for how young a larvae
can be classified based on the activity rates and activity intensities of the Week 2
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data, the data quality and experimental conditions must be controlled to a much
higher degree than they have been previously. This is a potential task for future
work, as understanding the mechanisms and limitations of any technique being used
for non-destructive evaluation is important when trying to justify its usage.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the full methodology of the development of multiple feature-based ma-
chine learning classifiers. First, the procedures for taking the recorded data through
feature computation is shown. Then those features were evaluated on three different
machine learning algorithms, with their performance shown and discussed. Overall,
these results show promise in the features and the techniques. The biggest limiting
factor in the current work is digitally addressing the larval activity rate. The most
direct way to address this is to perform multi-window ensemble classification, where
the longer signal is sub-segmented and then a classification is performed on each sub-
segmented signal. Then these classifications are somehow incorporated together to
assess the infestation status of the apple as a whole. There are also other techniques
to address removing inactive segments in the training set through correlative-based
methods. These would also help improve the classification potential of any algorithm,
because it would greatly remove the false negatives in the training set.
There are many different ways to expand the development of good features and
machine learning algorithms. An advanced technique called the Hilbert-Huang Trans-
form is supposed to provide short-term/instantaneous frequency data (through some
further computation and analysis), which lends itself well to the analysis of non-
stationary or transient processes. Since the larval processes are purely transient, and
are considered both hidden and stochastic, this avenue of analysis could potentially
be used to meet industrial goals of having a short detection window. However, this
appears to be a very advanced and complicated technique, and would require a lot of
work to ensure it had low enough computational overhead to be worthwhile. There
can also be further work in investigating different avenues of machine learning kernel
space transformations. The RBF SVM improved performance from the LSVM and
the ANN. Thus, there may be a lot of merit in investigating the feature space to
determine if there are other transformations which may improve the transformation
even further. Furthermore, there may be some non-redundant information that is
contained in the features from the previous work. Another step would be to combine
the current features with the ones from previous work and compute a covariance ma-
trix, to determine if there is any non-redundant information between the two which
could be added. This could increase the classification potential even further, given
that those new patterns were generalizable to new apples.
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Chapter 4
Objective 3: Vibro-Acoustic Deep Learning for
Infestation Detection
4.1 Introduction
There are many similarities between deep neural network structure and ANN struc-
ture. The one of the main differences regarded by the literature is that ANNs often
have only three layers: an input layer, a hidden computation layer, and an output
layer. Deep learning will typically have more than three layers, which assigns them
the title “deep”, due to having a much higher level of abstraction. The literature also
seems to regard convolutional neural networks (CNN) as deep learning, no matter
the depth. The CNN is the type of deep learning architecture used in the current
work, although there are other types contained within the category of deep learning
(such as Recurrent Neural Networks).
The book by Goodfellow et al. [55] provides a good overview of the different
pieces of a typical CNN configuration: the convolutional layer, the detector layer, and
pooling. Typically, a deep learning system will have at least a few of these sets until
the final output layer. Goodfellow provides a flowchart of this labeling in Chapter 9
of their book, shown in Figure 4.1. Here, complex layer terminology refers to the fact
that many times these three pieces will just be given the label of “convolutional layer”,
even though they are not the purely convolutional piece. Looking at these pieces from
Goodfellow’s simple terminology, the convolutional layer will typically perform either
convolution or cross-correlation, depending on the implementation. Goodfellow notes
that either one is acceptable, because the kernel inversion that happens in convolution
results in the commutative property, which is not important in CNN implementation.
Either version can still leverage correlation/inertia between samples, which is one of
the potential advantages of using CNNs over ANNs. The second stage is the detector
layer, also called the activation function. This function controls a large part of the
ability of the CNN to perform nonlinear operations. Nwankpa et al. [56] give a
mathematical overview of many different activation functions that are currently used
in literature, as well as some more niche ones that solve particular computational
issues. The more common activation functions used are the Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU), the Sigmoid function, and the Leaky ReLU function. Each of these follow
a similar pattern of having non-positive outputs at non-positive inputs, and output
larger positive values for larger postiive inputs. However, their shape and specific
behavior can cause differences in how error is perceived and propagated through the
network during training, which has why there are so many different possibilities. The
softmax and sigmoid activation functions are commonly used for the final output
layer, as they will format outputs as a vector of probabilities for the number of
classes had. The final piece of the typical CNN architecture is the pooling layer,
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Figure 4.1: Deep Learning Flowchart taken from [55]
or downsampling layer. In this operation, a kernel will be defined to specify the
dimensions that a certain operation will be performed over. For exampled, in a 2-D
CNN a 2x2 pooling layer would say that a certain pooling operation would be applied
over a set of 2x2 pixels. The most common pooling operation is max pooling, where
the output is the maximum of all values in the kernel. However, stochastic pooling [57]
and average pooling [58] are also used, with each type trying to capture information
differently. The principals from these works are included into the decisions made in
the implementation and tuning of the CNN architectures in the current work.
4.2 Methods
This section contains all the methodology for Objective 3, the development of two
Deep Learning Architectures which will be used for the classification task. These ar-
chitecures are based on the concept of Least Mean Squares (LMS) Adaptive Filtering,
where a reference channel is additionally utilized such that disturbances from outside
the target system can be removed. Here, that could look like removing table bumps,
door slams, or vibrations from a refrigeration unit. These architectures are referred
to as the Non-LMS and the LMS-Inclusive, to indicated whether or not they use
that reference channel. The details about training and implementation are presented
in Section 4.2.1. The architectures are presented in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for the
Non-LMS and the LMS-Inclusive designs, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Non-LMS CNN Architecture
4.2.1 Implementation
Both algorithms were written in Python, using Pytorch for the deep learning pieces.
These were coded in Jupyter Notebooks in Google Colab, which allows for cloud
execution and easy distribution/collaboration. The data used for model development
and testing of this procedure is the same data used in Chapter 3. All data was
uploaded to Google Drive, and linked with Colab for ease of training/testing. The
code for each architecture is provided in the appendix. All data used to train and
test both algorithms is again on five second subsegments with no overlapping. Both
algorithms used the Adam optimizer, and both algorithms also used the Pytorch
cross-entropy loss for their loss function. Finally, it is a documented flaw that deep
learning algorithms have non-ideal performance when using a dataset which contains
a low percentage of any class. As such, the two algorithms are first trained on
a randomly selected even distribution of the two classes. The performance is also
evaluated through training on the full training set, with this comparison shown in
the discussion section.
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4.2.2 Architecture 1: Non-LMS
Given that this is the first attempt of using Acoustic Deep Learning for this task,
it was decided that the initial architecture investigation would be relatively simple.
There are few other applications from different biological applications, so this sim-
plicity should help in the initial investigation. Additionally, due to the small size
of the dataset a simpler model can potentially have a better fit. Figure 4.2 shows
the architecture of the Non-LMS CNN. This architecture is fairly simple, it has two
convolutional layers with a kernel of two and a stride of two. It has dropout layers
to help prevent overfitting, and pooling layers to reduce the number of parameters
in the network. Some of the previous literature reviewed used more sophisticated
pooling layers and activation functions, but these will be left to be explored in later
work.
This network was trained using a learning rate of 0.0005 on 101 epochs, with the
training performed on batches of 10 samples (subsegmented pieces of recorded apple
data). More epochs could be used, but this number was chosen to again prevent
overfitting.
4.2.3 Architecture 2: LMS-Inclusive
The LMS architecture was based on the Non-LMS architecture. The hypothesis
is that by also incorporating a reference channel that was simultaneously recorded
with the apple’s recording, the CNN might be able to better identify features and
denoise them to determine the hidden class. The LMS-Inclusive architecture diagram
is shown in Figure 4.3. The first two layers are split into parallel halves, where
the signal and reference are processed individually. Then the extracted features are
concatenated and fed into the Fully Connected Layer. This algorithm was also trained
using a learning rate of 0.0005, 101 training epochs, with a training set batch size
of 10 samples. The performance of the algorithm when trained on an equal data
distribution is presented in the results, and the comparison when training on the full
data is presented in the discussion.
4.3 Results
In this section, all performance results presented in the tables are the mean and the
standard deviation of the classification accuracy. Due to the inclusion of the dropout
layers, there is some randomness in the prediction stage. Thus, for each set shown
in the table, the model predicted ten times to generate the statistics shown. The
training and validation performance is shown, as well as the individual classification
performance for each apple in the validation set. In the table, apples are labeled as
GC/GI XX, where G stands for Gala Apple, C/I stand for control or infested, and
‘XX’ represents that sample’s number in the study. The individual apple performance
for the validation set highlights a problem with the dataset as a whole. The details
of this are presented in the discussion section.
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Figure 4.3: LMS-Inclusive CNN Architecture
Table 4.1: Non-LMS CNN Architecture Results
Std: Standard Deviation; GC: Gala Control; GI: Gala Infested;
Dataset Mean Accuracy (%) Std. of Accuracy
Training 93.30 0.0106
GC 08 99.79 0.0066
GC 15 00.00 0.0000
GC 16 00.00 0.0000
GI 17 70.41 0.0337
GI 18 05.42 0.0146
Validation Average 35.12 0.0110
Table 4.1 shows the performance of the Non-LMS architecture when trained on
an even class distribution. The reported test accuracy in the final training epoch was
92%, with a cross-entropy loss of 0.0396. Table 4.2 shows the results for evaluating
the LMS-Inclusive model when trained using an evenly distributed dataset. The test
accuracy for the last training epoch was 96%, and the cross-entropy loss was 0.0057.
4.4 Discussion
This section contains all of the discussion materials for Objective 3. The comparison
between the two algorithms is presented in Section 4.4.1. Section 4.4.2 contains a
discussion of the performances of each algorithm on the even datasets, as well as the
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Table 4.2: LMS-Inclusive CNN Architecture Results
Std: Standard Deviation; GC: Gala Control; GI: Gala Infested;
Dataset Mean Accuracy (%) Std. of Accuracy
Training 98.00 0.0100
GC 08 100.00 0.0000
GC 15 00.00 0.0000
GC 16 39.79 0.0496
GI 17 76.45 0.0472
GI 18 03.33 0.0224
Validation Average 43.92 0.0238
performance of them on the full dataset. Finally, Section 4.4.3 contains a discussion on
issues found in the dataset which cause some of the artifacts shown in the performance
of the CNN algorithms.
4.4.1 Architecture Comparison
The addition of the noise reference channel improved the classification performance of
the algorithm significantly, both in cases when it already did well and cases where it
did not. Over the same training parameters, the LMS-Inclusive network gained over
5.5% better classification accuracy in the training set. It also improved classification
in four of the five apples in the validation set, with the fifth apple’s performance only
degrading slightly. This suggests that there is merit in including denoising procedures
to remove noise. The integration of the noise channel here was fairly simple, yet
very effective. Thus, there are options for doing more complicated noise analysis to
determine the full effect. There could also be benefit in including both noise channels
instead of just the closest noise channel. The data capture device contained two
halves, and the bottom signal and reference channels were the input to both the deep
learning and machine learning. There could potentially be information contained in
the top signal or reference channel, however, which warrants further investigation.
4.4.2 Full Dataset Performance
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the results for training the algorithm on the full dataset
instead of an equally dataset. The Non-LMS CNN does slightly better overall when
training on the full dataset. This is likely due to the inclusion of more data in
the control class, which makes the algorithm better at classifying control samples.
Overall, the inclusion of more data (and potentially more data with artifacts, more
details in the next section) caused for both algorithms to perform worse. However,
the inclusion of the noise channel allowed for the algorithm to perform better at
classifying GC 08 and GI 17 by notable amounts, which is promising for the merits
of the algorithm.
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Dataset Mean Accuracy (%) Std. of Accuracy
Training 0.8289 0.0111
GC 08 0.9458 0.0224
GC 15 0.4813 0.0373
GC 16 0.1958 0.0224
GI 17 0.2748 0.0350
GI 18 0.0646 0.0286
Validation Average 0.3925 0.0291
Table 4.3: Non-LMS CNN Architecture Results Trained on the Full Dataset
Std: Standard Deviation; GC: Gala Control; GI: Gala Infested;
Dataset Mean Accuracy (%) Std. of Accuracy
Training 0.9358 0.0104
GC 08 0.9896 0.0110
GC 15 0.0125 0.0176
GC 16 0.5687 0.0406
GI 17 0.4042 0.0343
GI 18 0.0438 0.0183
Validation Average 0.4038 0.0243
Table 4.4: LMS-Inclusive CNN Architecture Results Trained on the Full Dataset
Std: Standard Deviation; GC: Gala Control; GI: Gala Infested;
4.4.3 Dataset Issues
Throughout the development of the algorithms, it became apparent that there were
some issues in the collected dataset. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show two signal segments
that were both randomly chosen to be in the validation set. These are both control
apples (and have been inspected after data collection to ensure they are truly control),
from Week 2 of the February experiment. These both show very different patterns:
GC08 shows lower frequency noise at the ten microvolt order of magnitude, and GC15
shows much higher frequency noise at the one microvolt order of magnitude. Both
the frequency and the amplitude of the different signals are of interest, as neither
one matches the patterns established in the majority of the data. These are control
apples, so the assumption (excluding outside interference) is that they should have
a similar noise pattern which will not have many transient components. The apples
could have cell wall rupturing from the force of gravity, or from the contact with
the sensors. However, this type of behavior would be transient in nature, instead
of being high-frequency noise. Furthermore, the magnitude of the cell wall rupture
could be above or below the noise floor, depending on the amount of force causing the
rupture. Thus there would be no guarantee that the rupturing would be detected.
Any other potential artifacts for this activity would be speculative, and hard to
prove since the experiment has concluded and the conditions have changed in the
lab space. Some possibilities for this could include: outside noise from a nearby
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Figure 4.4: GC08 Signal Segment
freezer/refrigeration unit, noise from an HVAC system, vibration from vehicle motion
outside the building (vehicles could be as close as thirty feet to the data capture
room), potential issues with the electrical cables or solders, and vibration caused by
the computers/electronics in the laboratory room. While there were no computers
on the same table as the PZT sensors, they were within a few feet, and could have
vibration by fans if they were ever accidentally left on for a recording. The set of
potential artifacts do point to the fact that in order to form a confident hypothesis
on the larval size limitations of the non-destructive acoustic classification process, the
conditions need to be more controlled. After these larval limitations are known, then
the isolation imposed on the experimental conditions can be lessened to determine the
amount of noise tolerance that the process has. Overall, there are too many variables
and artifacts in the data process, and the resulting artifact-free dataset is too small,
so no reasonable hypothesis can be drawn about that from this work.
This is again true when looking at the infested apples. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show
the two randomly selected apples that ended up in the validation set. GI 17 had the
higher classification accuracy of the two, and it has primarily low-frequency patterns.
GI 18 was the apple which got mostly misclassified, and it has much higher frequency
noise comprising it. The higher-frequency noise in the signal is confusing to the CNN
architecture, as SNR is a limitation on the performance of deep learning algorithms.
This is the case with the samples that are dominated by noise, and do not follow the
pattern of their true class.
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Figure 4.5: GC15 Signal Segment
Figure 4.6: GI17 Signal Segment
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Figure 4.7: GI18 Signal Segment
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, two CNN architectures were developed to perform an initial inves-
tigation into using deep learning for infestation detection. The first architecture
performs infested versus control classification on only five seconds of vibro-acoustic
signal, where the second also incorporates a noise reference channel. The results show
that there deep learning can be well suited for this task. However, there are limita-
tions to consider when developing these models, with the most significant being SNR.
The two considerations for SNR in a further experiment should be outside noise, and
signal strength from the larvae. In many of the recordings from the February 2021
experiment, there was significant degradation from outside noise which resulted in
misclassifications. The severity of the misclassifications was reduced in the LMS-
Inclusive network, which suggests that the noise cancellation merits further research.
Further work should also be done to determine the effects of larval size and growth
stage on acoustic classification. Further research can also be done into using more
sophisticated functions and layers to try to map the complexity of the hidden larval
locomotion. However, adding additional complexity into the deep learning model
will further exacerbate the issue of not having enough data, which is a strong lim-
itation of the current work. While there is plenty of data time segment-wise, there
are not enough recordings from different apples of the same variety. The dataset is
large enough to draw initial investigative conclusions, but is too small to fully declare
robustness (even if the accuracy was 100% correct).
One additional limitation imposed by deep learning is the size of the input signal
considered, which is a function of the kernel size and the stride. If the kernel size
is low, then there is very small time resolution, which in turn makes the patterns
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mapped be very localized. A larger kernel size can increase the time resolution,
which allows for lower frequency information to be captured and mapped. Further
investigations can also consider this tradeoff, to determine what kernel size leads to
the best incorporation of information. Another choice is to incorporate multiple kernel
sizes in parallel, to try to leverage the ability to process both global and local patterns
to perform complex classification. New developments in deep learning architecture




Conclusion and Future Work
The current work presented the development and testing of three objectives: 1) the
development of a repeatable sensor system which can be used to collect vibro-acoustic
data from apples, 2) a set of classification methodologies based on custom features,
3) two novel CNN architectures to perform classification and preliminary analysis on
the potential of deep learning in bio-acoustic infestation detection. The development
of the recording fixture was successful, the recordings appeared to be more consistent,
and the recordings used thusfar appear to be of higher quality than those from July
2020. The computational feature extraction and machine learning reported strong
results, with some notable pathways for future development to further increase clas-
sification potential. Both deep learning architectures were also successful, with the
model that included an acoustic reference channel performing better than the model
without. However, there is a need to have data from a much larger number of apples,
such that the model can obtain a good ability to generalize. The performance of the
classical machine learning algorithms suggest that the additional complexity capture
in the feature computation is necessary, and can help the algorithm better deal with
noisy data. The simplicity and localization of the feature space in the deep learning
algorithm may limit the noise tolerance of the algorithm, and may also limit the
amount of information captured in the lower frequencies.
There are many things left to be considered for future work to do, including
improvements in overall algorithms and methodology. The work contained in the
third and fourth chapter suggest that there is potential for using a complex signal
processing or deep learning system to improve the performance of classifying windows
of vibro-acoustic emissions. There is necessity to assess the impact of increasing
the complexity and the pattern capture potential of the deep learning algorithm,
and to see the impact of more complex digital denoising of the classical machine
learning approach. There can also be further improvement given to the inclusion of
the reference channel as well, both in hardware and software. In the current work
the reference channel is unweighted, which makes it have a different characteristic
behavior than the other sensors. If the reference channel was similarly weighted,
with an expected average weight of that type of apple, then it could potentially serve
as a better noise reference. Similarly, correlative methods could be used to remove
correlated noise that appears within multiple channels. Some of the improvements
that can be done to improve the overall processing metholodogy include removing
inactive infested windows from the training set, better data collection conditions
(through further isolation from vibration noise), and the development of ensemble
methods to determine classification on an apple (based on the classification of sub-
windows). One of the most likely ensemble methods would be one which classifies
five second segments, and then performs overall classification based on the results
of each subwindow. Potentially this could work on three subwindows, and have
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them use a majority vote to give an overall classification. However, the segment-
wise classification would need to be higher and the activity rate would need to be
understood, in order for an algorithm like this to have meaning. Lastly, the current
work shows that there is enough information in a five second interval to perform
classification, so work can also be done on determining if these patterns hold in
shorter intervals. Much of the relevant frequency content is contained in the 1-3 Hz
band, which at most requires at least 2 seconds of time signal for adequate resolution.
If there is meaningful information down at 0.8 Hz, this will then require at least 2.5
seconds for resolution. Thus, the subwindowed classification could potentially get
even shorter, which could result in having more windows for training, and more for
the ensemble methods. One additional note is that there are emerging methods which
seem to potentially boast a lower necessity for time resolution for their frequency
resolution, such as the Hilbert-Huang Transform mentioned in Chapter 3. These
methods could have use, if they are robust for non-theoretical applications. The
work contained in this thesis and proposals for future work should hopefully assist
the field in developing real-time processes for non-destructively detecting infestation
in fruit.




All code is provided for segmentation, feature extraction, machine learning training
and prediction.
A.1 Signal Segmentation
function [FM] = ACMSigEx( s ig , f s , l abe l , f i l t e r , f o rd )
i f ( exist ( ’ l a b e l ’ , ’ var ’ ) == 0)
c l s = input (” I s the sample i n f e s t e d ? 0 for healthy , 1 for
i n f e s t e d : ”) ;
e l s e i f ( l a b e l == 0) | | ( l a b e l == 1)
c l s = l a b e l ;
else
c l s = input (” I s the sample i n f e s t e d ? 0 for healthy , 1 for
i n f e s t e d : ”) ;
end
%o v e r l a p = . 2 5 ; %I n c l u d e Overlap in f u t u r e v e r s i o n
dur = length ( s i g ) / f s ;
windur = 5 ;
i f ( f i l t e r == 1)
[ b , a ] = butte r ( ford , [ 0 . 4 12 ] / ( f s /2) , ’ bandpass ’ ) ;
s i g = detrend ( s i g ) ;
s i g = f i l t f i l t (b , a , s i g ) ;
end
numwins = f loor ( dur/windur ) ;
numfeat = 32 ;
FM = =1*ones ( numwins , numfeat+1) ; % 11 Features as o f
3/1/2021
FM( : , 1 ) = c l s ;
i f numwins > 0
plotnum = 1 ;
for i = 1 : 1 : numwins
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s i g s e g = s i g ( windur* f s *( i =1)+1:windur* f s * i ) ;
FM( i , 2 : numfeat+1) = ACMFEx2( s i g s eg , f s ) ;
end
else
FM = [ ] ;
end
% pause (10)
% c l o s e a l l
end
A.2 Feature Extraction
function [ f e a t u r e s ] = ACMFEx2( s ig , f s )
%Power Normal izat ion Option
s i g = s i g /std ( s i g ) ;
%% Entropy Based Features
%Generate a Spectrogram f o r the Entropy
wins i z e = 500e=3;
[ ˜ ,F ,T,P] = spectrogram ( s ig , hamming( w in s i z e * f s ) , . 5*
wins i z e * f s , 2* wins i z e * f s , f s ) ;
% f i g u r e , imagesc (T, F,10* l og10 ( abs (S) ) )
% a x i s ( ’ xy ’ )
%Compute Entropy & Related Feautres
se = pentropy (P, F ,T) ; %Change to a l l o w only c e r t a i n bands
o f the power
e f 1 = max( se ) / mean( se ) ; % Entropy Feature 1 , Ratio o f
Max Entropy to the Average Entropy
e f 2 = var ( se ) ; % Variance o f the Entropy
%F1 = f i n d (F>0.8 ,1) ;
%se = pentropy (P(F1 : end , : ) ,F1 : end ,T) ;
%% Compute 5=Second & 1=Second Average Power
s i g l e n = f loor ( length ( s i g ) / f s ) ;
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s i g 5 = s i g ( 1 : f s * s i g l e n ) ;
s i g 1 ( 1 , : ) = s i g ( 1 : f s * f loor ( s i g l e n *0 . 2 ) ) ;
%s i g a = s i g ( 1 : f s *1) ;
s i g 1 ( 2 , : ) = s i g ( f s * f loor ( s i g l e n *0 . 2 ) +1: f s * f loor ( s i g l e n
*0 . 4 ) ) ;
s i g 1 ( 3 , : ) = s i g ( f s * f loor ( s i g l e n *0 . 4 ) +1: f s * f loor ( s i g l e n
*0 . 6 ) ) ;
s i g 1 ( 4 , : ) = s i g ( f s * f loor ( s i g l e n *0 . 6 ) +1: f s * f loor ( s i g l e n
*0 . 8 ) ) ;
s i g 1 ( 5 , : ) = s i g ( f s * f loor ( s i g l e n *0 . 8 ) +1: f s * f loor ( s i g l e n *1)
) ;
s i g 1 = s ig1 ’ ;
%Define the Custom Frequency Bands
band1 = [ 0 0 . 8 ] ;
band2 = [ 0 . 8 3 ] ;
band3 = [ 3 2 0 ] ; %( f s /2)=1
%Computer 5 Second S i g n a l Power Rat ios
p1 = bandpower ( s ig5 , f s , band1 ) ;
p2 = bandpower ( s ig5 , f s , band2 ) ;
p3 = bandpower ( s ig5 , f s , band3 ) ;
ptot = bandpower ( s ig5 , f s , [ 0 f s / 2 ] ) ;
SP5 = [ p1 . / ptot , p2 . / ptot , p3 . / ptot ] ;
%Computer 1 Second S i g n a l Power Rat ios
p1 = bandpower ( s ig1 , f s , band1 ) ;
p2 = bandpower ( s ig1 , f s , band2 ) ;
p3 = bandpower ( s ig1 , f s , band3 ) ;
ptot = bandpower ( s ig1 , f s , [ 0 f s / 2 ] ) ;
SP1 = [ p1 . / ptot ; p2 . / ptot ; p3 . / ptot ; ] ;
% Genera l i zed Spectrum & Col lapsed Average
for i = 1 : 1 : 5
[GS, lags , ˜ ] = GenSpectrum ( s i g 1 ( : , i ) , f s ) ;
[CA( i ) ,pGSAvg( i ) , f o ( i ) , marat ( i ) , f d s t ( i ) , s tdvca ( i ) ] =
col lapsedAvg (GS, lags , f s ) ;
end
% Feature Matrix
f e a t u r e s = [ ef1 , e f2 , SP5 (1 ) , SP5 (2 ) , SP5 (3 ) , . . .
mean(SP1 ( 1 , : ) ) , mean(SP1 ( 2 , : ) ) , mean(SP1 ( 3 , : ) ) , max(
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SP1 ( 1 , : ) ) , max(SP1 ( 2 , : ) ) , . . .
max(SP1 ( 3 , : ) ) ,min(SP1 ( 1 , : ) ) ,min(SP1 ( 2 , : ) ) ,min(SP1
( 3 , : ) ) ,mean(CA) , . . .
std (CA) ,mean(pGSAvg) , std (pGSAvg) ,mean( f o ) , std ( f o ) , . . .
mean( marat ) , std ( marat ) ,mean( f d s t ) , std ( f d s t ) ,mean(
stdvca ) , . . .
std ( stdvca ) ,max(CA) ,max(pGSAvg) ,max( f o ) ,max( marat )
, . . .
max( f d s t ) ,max( stdvca ) ] ;
end
A.3 Generalized Spectrum
function [GS, lags , p lagg ] = GenSpectrum ( s i g i n , f s )
% Genera l i zed Spectrum Function
% Written by : Chadwick A. Parr i sh & Kevin D. Donohue , Apr i l
2020
% Inputs : s i g i n = Input Signa l , to be c h a r a c t e r i z e d .
% Outputs : GS, the output Genera l i zed Spectrum
% lags , the l a g a x i s from the AC
% plags , the p o s i t i v e par t o f the l a g s a x i s
% Compute the One Sided Spectrum , to AC f o r the GS
% npts = 2ˆ nextpow2 ( l e n g t h ( s i g i n ) ) * 2 ;
npts = length ( s i g i n ) *2 ; %s e t to be a b l e to i gnore p o i n t s 1 &
2 , to i gnore dc & b l e e d
f f t s i g = f f t ( h i l b e r t ( s i g i n ) , npts ) ;
%% Plot the FFT
l en = [ f s =0]/ npts ;
fax = 0 : l en : f s=l en ;
fax2 = fax ( fax < 10) ;
f f t s i g 2 = f f t s i g ( fax < 10) ;
f f t s i g 3 = f f t s i g 2 ( 1 : end) ;
% f i g u r e , p l o t ( fax2 , abs ( f f t s i g 2 ) )
%% Compute the P o s i t i v e Genera l i zed Spectrum
[GS, l a g s ] = xcorr ( f f t s i g 2 , ( f f t s i g 2 ) ) ;
p lags = find ( lags >=0) ;
plagg = plags (1 ) ;
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% Command to Plo t The GS
% f i g u r e , p l o t ( f s * l a g s ( p l a g s ) / l a g s ( end ) , abs (GS( p l a g s ) ) )
end
A.4 Collapsed Average Features
function [CA, Cavg , fo , marat , fds t , stdvca ] = col lapsedAvg (GS,
lags , f s )
p lags = l a g s ( l a g s >= 0) ;
pGS = GS( l a g s >= 0) ;
% f i g u r e , p l o t ( f s /2* p l a g s / p l a g s ( end ) , abs (pGS) )
qq = find (abs (pGS) < mean(abs (pGS) ) ) ;
kk = f s /2* p lags / p lags (end) ;
[ ˜ , l o c s ] = f indpeaks (abs (pGS) ) ;
i f length ( l o c s ) >= 3
fo = sum( kk ( l o c s ( 1 : 3 ) ) ) /(3* (0 .5+0 .5*3) ) ;
f d s t = kk ( l o c s (2 ) ) = kk ( l o c s (1 ) ) ;
e l s e i f length ( l o c s ) == 2
fo = sum( kk ( l o c s ( 1 : 2 ) ) ) /(2* (0 .5+0 .5*2) ) ;
f d s t = kk ( l o c s (2 ) ) = kk ( l o c s (1 ) ) ;
e l s e i f length ( l o c s ) == 1
fo = kk ( l o c s (1 ) ) ;
f d s t = NaN;
else
f o = NaN;
f d s t = NaN;
end
Cavg = mean(abs (pGS) ) ;
%CA = sum( abs (pGS( qq (1) : end ) ) ) ;
CA = sum(abs (pGS( 5 : end) ) ) ;
marat = max(abs (pGS) ) /Cavg ;




function f c = f i s h ( fv1 , fv2 )
% This f u n c t i o n compute the FC from mean and s t d o f the
f e a t u r e s
% f e a t u r e s v e c t o r s in matrix FV1 and FV2
% f c = f i s h ( fv1 , f v 2 )
% FC i s v e c t o r the same s i z e as the f e a t u r e v e c t o r wi th the
a b s o l u t e mean
% d i f f e r e n c e between the c l a s s e s d i v i d e d by the average
v a r i a n c e s square roo t .
% Written by Kevin D. Donohue ( kev in . donohue1@uky . edu )
Apr i l 2019.
fm1 = mean( fv1 , 2 ) ; % mean o f each f e a t u r e in c l a s s 1
fm2 = mean( fv2 , 2 ) ; % mean o f each f e a t u r e in c l a s s 2
s1 = std ( fv1 , [ ] , 2 ) . ˆ 2 ; % Variance o f each f e a t u r e in c l a s s 1
s2 = std ( fv2 , [ ] , 2 ) . ˆ 2 ; % Variance o f each f e a t u r e in c l a s s 2
f c = abs ( fm1=fm2 ) . / sqrt ( ( s1 + s2 ) /2 ) ;
end
A.6 LSVM Train
function Mdl = LSVMTrain(FM)
Mdl = f i t c svm (FM( : , 2 : end) ,FM( : , 1 ) , ’ Standard ize ’ , true , ’
KernelFunction ’ , ’ l i n e a r ’ , ’ Cost ’ , [ 0 , 1 ; 1 , 0 ] ) ;
end
A.7 RBFSVM Train
function Mdl = RBFSVMTrain(FM)
Mdl = f i t c svm (FM( : , 2 : end) ,FM( : , 1 ) , ’ Standard ize ’ , true , ’
KernelFunction ’ , ’ r b f ’ , ’ Cost ’ , [ 0 , 1 ; 1 , 0 ] ) ;
end
A.8 SVM Predict
function [ r e s u l t s ] = SVMPredict (FM, Mdl)
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[ l b l , ˜ ] = p r e d i c t (Mdl ,FM( : , 2 : end) ) ;
r e s u l t s = l b l ;





All pieces of code are included for both architectures. Data paths are local to where
the data was uploaded in Google Drive.
B.1 Non-LMS CNN
#@ t i t l e Imports
import numpy as np
import s c ipy . i o as s i o
import torch
import torch . nn as nn
import torch . u t i l s . data as Data
import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
#@ t i t l e Mount Drive
from goog l e . co lab import dr iv e
d r i v e . mount ( ’ / content / dr iv e ’ )
cd / content / dr iv e /MyDrive/AppleData/
#@ t i t l e Load Data F i l e s from Drive , Apply Gain
torch . manual seed (1 )
gain = 1000 #@param { type : ’ number ’}
c t r l 1 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC09 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 1 = c t r l 1 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 2 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC10 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 2 = c t r l 2 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 3 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC11 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 3 = c t r l 3 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 4 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC12 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 4 = c t r l 4 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
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c t r l 5 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC13 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 5 = c t r l 5 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 6 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC14 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 6 = c t r l 6 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i f s t 1 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Tra in ing / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI14 4minseg .
mat ’ )
i f s t d a t a 1 = i f s t 1 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i f s t 2 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Tra in ing / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI15 4minseg .
mat ’ )
i f s t d a t a 2 = i f s t 2 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i f s t 3 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Tra in ing / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI19 4minseg .
mat ’ )
i f s t d a t a 3 = i f s t 3 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i f s t 4 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Tra in ing / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI20 4minseg .
mat ’ )
i f s t d a t a 4 = i f s t 4 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#@ t i t l e Reshape Data i n t o Windows o f N Samples
s i g l e n = 600#@param { type : ’ i n t e g e r ’}
hea lthy1 = c t r l d a t a 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy2 = c t r l d a t a 2 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy3 = c t r l d a t a 3 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy4 = c t r l d a t a 4 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy5 = c t r l d a t a 5 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy6 = c t r l d a t a 6 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 1 = i f s t d a t a 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 2 = i f s t d a t a 2 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 3 = i f s t d a t a 3 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 4 = i f s t d a t a 4 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( h e a l t h y 1 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( h e a l t h y 2 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( h e a l t h y 3 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( i n f e s t e d 1 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( i n f e s t e d 2 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( i n f e s t e d 3 ) )
#@ t i t l e Bui ld Datase t s
b u i l d o p t i o n = ” a l l ” #@param [” a l l ” , ” even ” ]
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i f b u i l d o p t i o n == ”even” :
hea l thy = np . concatenate ( ( healthy1 , healthy2 , hea l thy3 ) , a x i s
=0)
else :
hea l thy = np . concatenate ( ( healthy1 , healthy2 , healthy3 ,
healthy4 , healthy5 , hea l thy6 ) , a x i s =0)
i n f e s t e d = np . concatenate ( ( i n f e s t ed 1 , i n f e s t ed 2 , i n f e s t e d 3 ) ,
a x i s =0)
print (np . shape ( hea l thy ) )
print (np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) )
#@ t i t l e P lo t S i g n a l Example
p l t . p l o t (np . arange ( s i g l e n ) , i n f e s t e d [ 1 0 ] )
p l t . p l o t (np . arange ( s i g l e n ) , hea l thy [ 1 0 ] )
#@ t i t l e S p l i t Data i n t o Training / Tes t ing
print (np . shape ( c t r l d a t a 1 ) )
print (np . shape ( i f s t d a t a 1 ) )
print (np . shape ( hea l thy ) )
print (np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( h e a l t h y ) [ 0 ] )
p e r c e n t t r a i n = 0 .7 #@param { type : ”number”}
p e r c e n t t e s t = 1 = p e r c e n t t r a i n
numtra inct r l = int (np . f l o o r (np . shape ( hea l thy ) [ 0 ] *
p e r c e n t t r a i n ) )
numtes tc t r l = np . shape ( hea l thy ) [ 0 ] = numtra inct r l
numtra in i f s t = int (np . f l o o r (np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) [ 0 ] *
p e r c e n t t r a i n ) )
nu mt e s t i f s t = np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) [ 0 ] = numtra in i f s t
print ( numtra inct r l )
print ( numtes tc t r l )
print ( numtra in i f s t )
print ( nu mt e s t i f s t )
#@ t i t l e Bui ld Train/ Test Se t s as Tensors
Hea l thy tensor=torch . from numpy ( hea l thy )
I n f e s t e d t e n s o r=torch . from numpy ( i n f e s t e d )
indexh = np . arange (np . shape ( hea l thy ) [ 0 ] )
np . random . s h u f f l e ( indexh )
index i = np . arange (np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) [ 0 ] )
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np . random . s h u f f l e ( i ndex i )
Train Data=torch . cat ( ( Hea l thy tensor [ indexh [ 0 : numtra inct r l ] ] ,
I n f e s t e d t e n s o r [ i ndex i [ 0 : numtra in i f s t ] ] ) ) . type ( torch .
FloatTensor )
Train Data=torch . unsqueeze ( Train Data , 1 )
Test Data=torch . cat ( ( Hea l thy tensor [ indexh [ numtra inct r l : ] ] ,
I n f e s t e d t e n s o r [ i ndex i [ numtra in i f s t : ] ] ) ) . type ( torch .
FloatTensor )
Test Data=torch . unsqueeze ( Test Data , 1 )
#p r i n t ( Test Data . shape )
Train Target=torch . cat ( ( torch . z e r o s ( numtra inctr l , 1 ) , torch .
ones ( numtra in i f s t , 1 ) ) , 0 ) . type ( torch . LongTensor ) . squeeze ( )
Test Target=torch . cat ( ( torch . z e r o s ( numtestctr l , 1 ) , torch . ones (
numtes t i f s t , 1 ) ) , 0 ) . type ( torch . LongTensor ) . squeeze ( )
#@ t i t l e Create Batches
BatchSize = 10 #@param { type : ” i n t e g e r ”}
Train Dataset=Data . TensorDataset ( Train Data , Train Target )
Test Dataset=Data . TensorDataset ( Test Data , Test Target )
t r a i n l o a d e r = Data . DataLoader (
datase t=Train Dataset ,
b a t c h s i z e=BatchSize ,
s h u f f l e=False )
#@ t i t l e A r c h i t e c t u r e D e f i n i t i o n
class CNN(nn . Module ) :
def i n i t ( s e l f ) :
super (CNN, s e l f ) . i n i t ( )
s e l f . conv1 = nn . Sequent i a l ( # input shape
(10 ,1 ,600)
nn . Conv1d (
i n c h a n n e l s =1,
out channe l s =16,
k e r n e l s i z e =2,
s t r i d e =2,
padding=0, # (600=2)/2+1
=300, (10 ,16 ,300)
) ,
#nn . Sigmoid ( ) ,
nn . LeakyReLU ( ) ,
nn . Dropout (p=0.5) ,




s e l f . conv2 = nn . Sequent i a l ( # input shape
(10 , 16 , 150() )
nn . Conv1d (16 , 32 , 2 , 2 , 0) , # (150=2)/2+1 =
75
#nn . Sigmoid ( ) ,
nn . LeakyReLU ( ) ,
nn . Dropout (p=0.5) ,
nn . MaxPool1d ( k e r n e l s i z e =2, s t r i d e = 2) #
(150=2)/2+1 = 75 output shape (10 , 32 , 75)
)
s e l f . out = nn . Linear (32 * np . f l o o r d i v i d e ( s i g l e n , 1 6 ) ,
2) # f u l l y connected layer , output 2 c l a s s e s
def forward ( s e l f , x ) :
x = s e l f . conv1 ( x )
x = s e l f . conv2 ( x )
x = x . view ( x . s i z e (0 ) , =1) # f l a t t e n the
output o f conv2 to ( b a t c h s i z e , 33*18)
#do p r e v i o u s f o r x1 and x2 , then x = x1 concat x2
x = s e l f . out ( x )
return x # return x f o r v i s u a l i z a t i o n
#i n c l u d e x1 and x2 , i n s t e a d o f x
cnn = CNN( )
print ( cnn )
#@ t i t l e Optimizer & Loss Function
l r t = 0.0005 #@param { type : ”number”}
opt imize r = torch . optim .Adam( cnn . parameters ( ) , l r=l r t ) #
opt imize a l l cnn parameters
l o s s f u n c = nn . CrossEntropyLoss ( ) #
the t a r g e t l a b e l i s not one=h o t t e d
#@ t i t l e Training and Test ing
EPOCH = 101
for epoch in range (EPOCH) :
for b x , b y in t r a i n l o a d e r : # g i v e s batch data ,
normal i ze x when i t e r a t e t r a i n l o a d e r
output = cnn ( b x ) # cnn output
l o s s = l o s s f u n c ( output , b y ) # c r o s s entropy l o s s
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opt imize r . z e ro g rad ( ) # c l e a r g r a d i e n t s f o r
t h i s t r a i n i n g s t e p
l o s s . backward ( ) # backpropagat ion ,
compute g r a d i e n t s
opt imize r . s tep ( ) # apply g r a d i e n t s
i f epoch % 10 == 0 :
t e s t o u t p u t = cnn ( Train Data ) #t e s t o u t p u t : 60*2
pred y = torch .max( t e s t output , 1) [ 1 ] . data . squeeze ( )
#squeeze ( ) : 60*1=>(60,)
accuracy = ( pred y == Train Target ) .sum( ) . item ( ) /
f loat ( Train Target . s i z e (0 ) )
print ( ’ Epoch : ’ , epoch , ’ | t r a i n l o s s : %.4 f ’ % l o s s .
data , ’ | t e s t accuracy : %.2 f ’ % accuracy )
#@ t i t l e Load V a l i d a t i o n Set F i l e s
c t r l v 1 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Va l idat i on / Control /Week 2/GC16 4minseg .
mat ’ )
c t r l da tav1 = c t r l v 1 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
cont ro lv1 = c t r l da tav1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
print ( cont ro lv1 . shape )
C t r l v 1 t e n s o r=torch . from numpy ( cont ro lv1 )
Ctr lv1 Target = torch . z e r o s ( cont ro lv1 . shape [ 0 ] , 1 ) . type ( torch .
LongTensor ) . squeeze ( )
#p r i n t ( C t r l v 1 t e n s o r . shape )
qqc = C t r l v 1 t e n s o r . type ( torch . FloatTensor )
qqc = torch . unsqueeze ( qqc , 1 )
print ( qqc . shape )
i f s t v 1 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Va l idat i on / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI17 4minseg
. mat ’ )
i f s t d a t a v 1 = i f s t v 1 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i n f e s t e d v 1 = i f s t d a t a v 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
print ( i n f e s t e d v 1 . shape )
I f s t v 1 t e n s o r=torch . from numpy ( i n f e s t e d v 1 )
I f s t v 1 T a r g e t = torch . ones ( i n f e s t e d v 1 . shape [ 0 ] , 1 ) . type ( torch .
LongTensor ) . squeeze ( )
#p r i n t ( I f s t v 1 t e n s o r . shape )
qqi = I f s t v 1 t e n s o r . type ( torch . FloatTensor )
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qqi = torch . unsqueeze ( qqi , 1 )
print ( qq i . shape )
#Unseen Data=torch . ca t ( ( C t r l v 1 t e n s o r , I f s t v 1 t e n s o r ) ) . type (
torch . FloatTensor )
#Unseen Data=torch . unsqueeze ( Unseen Data , 1 )
#p r i n t ( Unseen Data . shape )
#Unseen Target=torch . ca t ( ( torch . z e r o s ( c o n t r o l v 1 . shape [ 0 ] , 1 ) ,
to rch . ones ( i n f e s t e d v 1 . shape [ 0 ] , 1 ) ) ,0) . type ( torch .
LongTensor ) . squeeze ( )
unseen output = cnn ( qqc )
pred y us = torch .max( unseen output , 1) [ 1 ] . data . squeeze ( ) #
squeeze ( ) : 60*1=>(60,)
accuracy us = ( pred y us == Ctr lv1 Target ) .sum( ) . item ( ) /
f loat ( Ctr lv1 Target . s i z e (0 ) )
#p r i n t ( unseen output )
print ( pred y us )
print ( accuracy us )
unseen output = cnn ( qqi )
pred y us = torch .max( unseen output , 1) [ 1 ] . data . squeeze ( ) #
squeeze ( ) : 60*1=>(60,)
accuracy us = ( pred y us == I f s t v 1 T a r g e t ) .sum( ) . item ( ) /
f loat ( I f s t v 1 T a r g e t . s i z e (0 ) )
#p r i n t ( unseen output )
print ( pred y us )
print ( accuracy us )
unseen output = cnn ( Train Data )
pred y us = torch .max( unseen output , 1) [ 1 ] . data . squeeze ( ) #
squeeze ( ) : 60*1=>(60,)
accuracy us = ( pred y us == Train Target ) .sum( ) . item ( ) /
f loat ( Train Target . s i z e (0 ) )
print ( pred y us )
print ( accuracy us )
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B.2 LMS-Inclusive CNN
#@ t i t l e Imports
import numpy as np
import s c ipy . i o as s i o
import torch
import torch . nn as nn
import torch . u t i l s . data as Data
import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
#@ t i t l e Mount Drive
from goog l e . co lab import dr iv e
d r i v e . mount ( ’ / content / dr iv e ’ )
cd / content / dr iv e /MyDrive/AppleData/
#@ t i t l e Load Data F i l e s from Drive , Apply Gain {run : ” auto ”}
torch . manual seed (1 )
gain = 1000 #@param { type : ’ number ’}
#Load Heal thy Apple 1 F i l e s
c t r l 1 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC09 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 1 = c t r l 1 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 1 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / ControlRef /Week 2/
GC09 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
c t r l r e f 1 = c t r l 1 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#Load Heal thy Apple 2 F i l e s
c t r l 2 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC10 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 2 = c t r l 2 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 2 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / ControlRef /Week 2/
GC10 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
c t r l r e f 2 = c t r l 2 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#Load Heal thy Apple 3 F i l e s
c t r l 3 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC11 4minseg . mat
’ )
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c t r l d a t a 3 = c t r l 3 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 3 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / ControlRef /Week 2/
GC11 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
c t r l r e f 3 = c t r l 3 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#Load Heal thy Apple 4 F i l e s
c t r l 4 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC12 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 4 = c t r l 4 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 4 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / ControlRef /Week 2/
GC12 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
c t r l r e f 4 = c t r l 4 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#Load Heal thy Apple 5 F i l e s
c t r l 5 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC13 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 5 = c t r l 5 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 5 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / ControlRef /Week 2/
GC13 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
c t r l r e f 5 = c t r l 5 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#Load Heal thy Apple 6 F i l e s
c t r l 6 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / Control /Week 2/GC14 4minseg . mat
’ )
c t r l d a t a 6 = c t r l 6 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l 6 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / ControlRef /Week 2/
GC14 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
c t r l r e f 6 = c t r l 6 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#Load I n f e s t e d Apple 1 F i l e s
i f s t 1 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Tra in ing / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI14 4minseg .
mat ’ )
i f s t d a t a 1 = i f s t 1 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i f s t 1 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / In f e s t edRe f /Week 2/
GI14 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
i f s t r e f 1 = i f s t 1 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#Load I n f e s t e d Apple 2 F i l e s
i f s t 2 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Tra in ing / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI15 4minseg .
mat ’ )
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i f s t d a t a 2 = i f s t 2 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i f s t 2 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / In f e s t edRe f /Week 2/
GI15 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
i f s t r e f 2 = i f s t 2 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#Load I n f e s t e d Apple 3 F i l e s
i f s t 3 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Tra in ing / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI19 4minseg .
mat ’ )
i f s t d a t a 3 = i f s t 3 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i f s t 3 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / In f e s t edRe f /Week 2/
GI19 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
i f s t r e f 3 = i f s t 3 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#Load I n f e s t e d Apple 4 F i l e s
i f s t 4 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Tra in ing / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI20 4minseg .
mat ’ )
i f s t d a t a 4 = i f s t 4 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i f s t 4 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Train ing / In f e s t edRe f /Week 2/
GI20 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
i f s t r e f 4 = i f s t 4 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
#@ t i t l e Reshape Data i n t o Windows o f N Samples {run : ” auto ”}
s i g l e n = 600#@param { type : ’ i n t e g e r ’}
hea lthy1 = c t r l d a t a 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy1r = c t r l r e f 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy2 = c t r l d a t a 2 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy2r = c t r l r e f 2 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy3 = c t r l d a t a 3 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy3r = c t r l r e f 3 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy4 = c t r l d a t a 4 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy4r = c t r l r e f 4 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy5 = c t r l d a t a 5 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy5r = c t r l r e f 5 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy6 = c t r l d a t a 6 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
hea l thy6r = c t r l d a t a 6 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 1 = i f s t d a t a 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 1 r = i f s t r e f 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 2 = i f s t d a t a 2 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 2 r = i f s t r e f 2 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 3 = i f s t d a t a 3 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
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i n f e s t e d 3 r = i f s t r e f 3 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 4 = i f s t d a t a 4 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
i n f e s t e d 4 r = i f s t r e f 4 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( h e a l t h y 1 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( h e a l t h y 2 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( h e a l t h y 3 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( i n f e s t e d 1 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( i n f e s t e d 2 ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( i n f e s t e d 3 ) )
#@ t i t l e Example P lo t o f 1 Apple Ref Pair
print (np . shape ( hea l thy1 ) )
print (np . shape ( hea l thy1r ) )
p l t . f i g u r e ( )
p l t . p l o t ( i n f e s t e d 1 [ 1 0 , : ] )
p l t . p l o t ( i n f e s t e d 1 r [ 1 0 , : ] )
p l t . show ( )
#@ t i t l e Bui ld Datase t s
b u i l d o p t i o n = ” a l l ” #@param [” a l l ” , ” even 3”]
i f b u i l d o p t i o n == ”even 3” :
hea l thy = np . concatenate ( ( healthy1 , healthy2 , hea l thy3 ) , a x i s
=0)
hea l thyr = np . concatenate ( ( hea l thy1r , hea lthy2r , hea l thy3r )
, a x i s =0)
i n f e s t e d = np . concatenate ( ( i n f e s t ed 1 , i n f e s t ed 2 , i n f e s t e d 3 ) ,
a x i s =0)
i n f e s t e d r = np . concatenate ( ( i n f e s t e d 1 r , i n f e s t e d 2 r ,
i n f e s t e d 3 r ) , a x i s =0)
hea l thy = np . expand dims ( healthy , a x i s = 2)
hea l thyr = np . expand dims ( hea l thyr , a x i s = 2)
i n f e s t e d = np . expand dims ( i n f e s t e d , a x i s = 2)
i n f e s t e d r = np . expand dims ( i n f e s t e d r , a x i s = 2)
hea l thy = np . concatenate ( ( healthy , hea l thyr ) , a x i s = 2)
i n f e s t e d = np . concatenate ( ( i n f e s t e d , i n f e s t e d r ) , a x i s = 2)
else :
hea l thy = np . concatenate ( ( healthy1 , healthy2 , healthy3 ,
healthy4 , healthy5 , hea l thy6 ) , a x i s =0)
hea l thyr = np . concatenate ( ( hea l thy1r , hea lthy2r , hea lthy3r ,
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healthy4r , hea lthy5r , hea l thy6r ) , a x i s =0)
i n f e s t e d = np . concatenate ( ( i n f e s t ed 1 , i n f e s t ed 2 , i n f e s t e d3 ,
i n f e s t e d 4 ) , a x i s =0)
i n f e s t e d r = np . concatenate ( ( i n f e s t e d 1 r , i n f e s t e d 2 r ,
i n f e s t e d 3 r , i n f e s t e d 4 r ) , a x i s =0)
hea l thy = np . expand dims ( healthy , a x i s = 2)
hea l thyr = np . expand dims ( hea l thyr , a x i s = 2)
i n f e s t e d = np . expand dims ( i n f e s t e d , a x i s = 2)
i n f e s t e d r = np . expand dims ( i n f e s t e d r , a x i s = 2)
hea l thy = np . concatenate ( ( healthy , hea l thyr ) , a x i s = 2)
i n f e s t e d = np . concatenate ( ( i n f e s t e d , i n f e s t e d r ) , a x i s = 2)
print (np . shape ( hea l thy ) )
print (np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) )
#@ t i t l e Compute S i z e s f o r S p l i t t i n g Data i n t o Training /
Tes t ing
print (np . shape ( c t r l d a t a 1 ) )
print (np . shape ( i f s t d a t a 1 ) )
print (np . shape ( hea l thy ) )
print (np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) )
#p r i n t ( np . shape ( h e a l t h y ) [ 0 ] )
p e r c e n t t r a i n = 0 .7 #@param { type : ”number”}
p e r c e n t t e s t = 1 = p e r c e n t t r a i n
numtra inct r l = int (np . f l o o r (np . shape ( hea l thy ) [ 0 ] *
p e r c e n t t r a i n ) )
numtes tc t r l = np . shape ( hea l thy ) [ 0 ] = numtra inct r l
numtra in i f s t = int (np . f l o o r (np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) [ 0 ] *
p e r c e n t t r a i n ) )
nu mt e s t i f s t = np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) [ 0 ] = numtra in i f s t
print ( numtra inct r l )
print ( numtes tc t r l )
print ( numtra in i f s t )
print ( nu mt e s t i f s t )
#@ t i t l e Bui ld Train/ Test Se t s as Tensors
Hea l thy tensor=torch . from numpy ( hea l thy )
I n f e s t e d t e n s o r=torch . from numpy ( i n f e s t e d )
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indexh = np . arange (np . shape ( hea l thy ) [ 0 ] )
np . random . s h u f f l e ( indexh )
index i = np . arange (np . shape ( i n f e s t e d ) [ 0 ] )
np . random . s h u f f l e ( i ndex i )
Train Data=torch . cat ( ( Hea l thy tensor [ indexh [ 0 : numtra inct r l ] ] ,
I n f e s t e d t e n s o r [ i ndex i [ 0 : numtra in i f s t ] ] ) ) . type ( torch .
FloatTensor )
Train Data=torch . unsqueeze ( Train Data , 1 )
Test Data=torch . cat ( ( Hea l thy tensor [ indexh [ numtra inct r l : ] ] ,
I n f e s t e d t e n s o r [ i ndex i [ numtra in i f s t : ] ] ) ) . type ( torch .
FloatTensor )
Test Data=torch . unsqueeze ( Test Data , 1 )
#p r i n t ( Test Data . shape )
Train Target=torch . cat ( ( torch . z e r o s ( numtra inctr l , 1 ) , torch .
ones ( numtra in i f s t , 1 ) ) , 0 ) . type ( torch . LongTensor ) . squeeze ( )
Test Target=torch . cat ( ( torch . z e r o s ( numtestctr l , 1 ) , torch . ones (
numtes t i f s t , 1 ) ) , 0 ) . type ( torch . LongTensor ) . squeeze ( )
#@ t i t l e Create Batches
BatchSize = 10 #@param { type : ” i n t e g e r ”}
Train Dataset=Data . TensorDataset ( Train Data , Train Target )
Test Dataset=Data . TensorDataset ( Test Data , Test Target )
t r a i n l o a d e r = Data . DataLoader (
datase t=Train Dataset ,
b a t c h s i z e=BatchSize ,
s h u f f l e=False )
#@ t i t l e A r c h i t e c t u r e D e f i n i t i o n
class CNN(nn . Module ) :
def i n i t ( s e l f ) :
super (CNN, s e l f ) . i n i t ( )
s e l f . conv1 = nn . Sequent i a l ( # input shape
(10 ,1 ,120)
nn . Conv1d (
i n c h a n n e l s =1,
out channe l s =16,
k e r n e l s i z e =2,
s t r i d e =2,
padding=0, # (120=2)/2+1 =60,
(10 ,16 ,60)
) ,
#nn . Sigmoid ( ) ,
nn . LeakyReLU ( ) ,
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nn . Dropout (p=0.5) ,
nn . MaxPool1d ( k e r n e l s i z e =2, s t r i d e = 2) , #
(60=2)/2+1 = 30
)
s e l f . conv2 = nn . Sequent i a l ( # input shape
(10 , 16 , 30)
nn . Conv1d (16 , 32 , 2 , 2 , 0) , # (30=2)/2+1 = 15
#nn . Sigmoid ( ) ,
nn . LeakyReLU ( ) ,
nn . Dropout (p=0.5) ,
nn . MaxPool1d ( k e r n e l s i z e =2, s t r i d e = 2) # (15=2)
/2+1 = 7 output shape (10 , 32 , 7)
)
s e l f . out = nn . Linear (32 * np . f l o o r d i v i d e ( s i g l e n , 1 6 )
*2 , 2) # f u l l y connected layer , output 2 c l a s s e s
def forward ( s e l f , x1 , x2 ) :
x1 = s e l f . conv1 ( x1 )
x1 = s e l f . conv2 ( x1 )
x1 = x1 . view ( x1 . s i z e (0 ) , =1) # f l a t t e n the
output o f conv2 to ( b a t c h s i z e , 33*18)
x2 = s e l f . conv1 ( x2 )
x2 = s e l f . conv2 ( x2 )
x2 = x2 . view ( x2 . s i z e (0 ) , =1) # f l a t t e n the
output o f conv2 to ( b a t c h s i z e , 33*18)
#p r i n t ( x1 . shape )
#p r i n t ( x2 . shape )
x = torch . cat ( [ x1 , x2 ] , a x i s =1)
#p r i n t ( x . shape )
#do p r e v i o u s f o r x1 and x2 , then x = x1 concat x2
x = s e l f . out ( x )
return x # return x f o r v i s u a l i z a t i o n
#i n c l u d e x1 and x2 , i n s t e a d o f x
cnn = CNN( )
print ( cnn )
#@ t i t l e Optimizer & Loss Function
l r t = 0.0005 #@param { type : ”number”}
opt imize r = torch . optim .Adam( cnn . parameters ( ) , l r=l r t ) #
opt imize a l l cnn parameters
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l o s s f u n c = nn . CrossEntropyLoss ( ) #
the t a r g e t l a b e l i s not one=h o t t e d
#@ t i t l e Training and Test ing
EPOCH = 101
for epoch in range (EPOCH) :
for b x , b y in t r a i n l o a d e r : # g i v e s batch data ,
normal i ze x when i t e r a t e t r a i n l o a d e r
output = cnn ( b x [ : , : , : , 0 ] , b x [ : , : , : , 1 ] ) #
cnn output
l o s s = l o s s f u n c ( output , b y ) # c r o s s entropy l o s s
opt imize r . z e ro g rad ( ) # c l e a r g r a d i e n t s f o r
t h i s t r a i n i n g s t e p
l o s s . backward ( ) # backpropagat ion ,
compute g r a d i e n t s
opt imize r . s tep ( ) # apply g r a d i e n t s
i f epoch % 10 == 0 :
t e s t o u t p u t = cnn ( Train Data [ : , : , : , 0 ] , Train Data
[ : , : , : , 1 ] ) #t e s t o u t p u t : 60*2
pred y = torch .max( t e s t output , 1) [ 1 ] . data . squeeze ( )
#squeeze ( ) : 60*1=>(60,)
accuracy = ( pred y == Train Target ) .sum( ) . item ( ) /
f loat ( Train Target . s i z e (0 ) )
print ( ’ Epoch : ’ , epoch , ’ | t r a i n l o s s : %.4 f ’ % l o s s .
data , ’ | t e s t accuracy : %.2 f ’ % accuracy )
#t i t l e Load V a l i d a t i o n Set F i l e s
c t r l v 1 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Va l idat i on / Control /Week 2/GC08 4minseg .
mat ’ )
c t r l da tav1 = c t r l v 1 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
c t r l v 1 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Va l idat i on / ControlRef /Week 2/
GC08 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
c t r l r e f v 1 = c t r l v 1 r [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
cont ro lv1 = c t r l da tav1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
print ( cont ro lv1 . shape )
con t r o l v1 r = c t r l r e f v 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
print ( c on t r o l v1 r . shape )
cont ro lv1 = np . expand dims ( contro lv1 , a x i s =2)
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con t r o l v1 r = np . expand dims ( cont ro lv1r , a x i s =2)
print ( cont ro lv1 . shape )
print ( c on t r o l v1 r . shape )
cont ro lv1 = np . concatenate ( ( contro lv1 , c on t r o l v1 r ) , a x i s =2)
C t r l v 1 t e n s o r=torch . from numpy ( cont ro lv1 )
Ctr lv1 Target = torch . z e r o s ( cont ro lv1 . shape [ 0 ] , 1 ) . type ( torch .
LongTensor ) . squeeze ( )
#p r i n t ( C t r l v 1 t e n s o r . shape )
qqc = C t r l v 1 t e n s o r . type ( torch . FloatTensor )
qqc = torch . unsqueeze ( qqc , 1 )
print ( qqc . shape )
i f s t v 1 = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Va l idat i on / I n f e s t e d /Week 2/ GI17 4minseg
. mat ’ )
i f s t d a t a v 1 = i f s t v 1 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i f s t v 1 r = s i o . loadmat ( ’ Va l idat i on / In f e s t edRe f /Week 2/
GI17 REF 4minseg . mat ’ )
i f s t r e f v 1 = i f s t v 1 [ ’ s i g c u t ’ ]* gain
i n f e s t e d v 1 = i f s t d a t a v 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
print ( i n f e s t e d v 1 . shape )
i n f e s t e d v 1 r = i f s t r e f v 1 . reshape (=1 , s i g l e n )
print ( i n f e s t e d v 1 r . shape )
i n f e s t e d v 1 = np . expand dims ( in f e s t edv1 , a x i s =2)
i n f e s t e d v 1 r = np . expand dims ( i n f e s t e d v1 r , a x i s =2)
print ( i n f e s t e d v 1 . shape )
print ( i n f e s t e d v 1 r . shape )
i n f e s t e d v 1 = np . concatenate ( ( in f e s t edv1 , i n f e s t e d v 1 r ) , a x i s =2)
I f s t v 1 t e n s o r=torch . from numpy ( i n f e s t e d v 1 )
I f s t v 1 T a r g e t = torch . ones ( i n f e s t e d v 1 . shape [ 0 ] , 1 ) . type ( torch .
LongTensor ) . squeeze ( )
#p r i n t ( I f s t v 1 t e n s o r . shape )
qqi = I f s t v 1 t e n s o r . type ( torch . FloatTensor )
qqi = torch . unsqueeze ( qqi , 1 )
print ( qq i . shape )
unseen output = cnn ( qqc [ : , : , : , 0 ] , qqc [ : , : , : , 1 ] )
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pred y us = torch .max( unseen output , 1) [ 1 ] . data . squeeze ( ) #
squeeze ( ) : 60*1=>(60,)
accuracy us = ( pred y us == Ctr lv1 Target ) .sum( ) . item ( ) /
f loat ( Ctr lv1 Target . s i z e (0 ) )
#p r i n t ( unseen output )
print ( pred y us )
print ( accuracy us )
unseen output = cnn ( qqi [ : , : , : , 0 ] , qq i [ : , : , : , 1 ] )
pred y us = torch .max( unseen output , 1) [ 1 ] . data . squeeze ( ) #
squeeze ( ) : 60*1=>(60,)
accuracy us = ( pred y us == I f s t v 1 T a r g e t ) .sum( ) . item ( ) /
f loat ( I f s t v 1 T a r g e t . s i z e (0 ) )
#p r i n t ( unseen output )
print ( pred y us )
print ( accuracy us )
unseen output = cnn ( Train Data [ : , : , : , 0 ] , Train Data [ : , : , : , 1 ] )
pred y us = torch .max( unseen output , 1) [ 1 ] . data . squeeze ( ) #
squeeze ( ) : 60*1=>(60,)
accuracy us = ( pred y us == Train Target ) .sum( ) . item ( ) /
f loat ( Train Target . s i z e (0 ) )
print ( pred y us )
print ( accuracy us )
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